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ABSTRACT 
 A dynamical-statistical modeling approach was used to investigate climate change 
impacts on tropical cyclone (TC) formations in the western North Pacific (WNP). 
Reanalysis data and climate model projections were analyzed for 1981–2050 to identify 
both past and future impacts. The projections came from the Community Climate System 
Model version 4 (CCSM4). The primary analysis tool was a statistical model that uses 
information about large-scale environmental factors (LSEFs) to predict the probability of 
TC formation. This model was built using data on the LSEFs and TC formations during 
the last several decades. We forced the statistical model with the reanalysis LSEFs and 
with the climate model LSEFs outputs from the climate model to produce formation 
probability analyses for 1981–2018. The two methods for calculating the probabilities 
both showed increasing trends during this period for the central WNP region in which 
most WNP formations occur. These trends are consistent with the observed increase in 
TC formations in this region during this period. The climate model probabilities based on 
long-term mean, El Niño, and La Niña LSEFs for 1981–2018 were also consistent with 
observed TC formations. For future decades, the climate model projections showed 
multi-decadal increases in both TC formation probabilities and the WNP area in which 
TC formation is most probable. We recommend continued use of dynamical-statistical 
methods as observational data and climate models improve. 
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Tropical cyclones (TCs) are one of the Earth’s most unpredictable and destructive 
forces. Hurricane Katrina alone caused more than $160 billion in damages and was deemed 
the single most costly disaster in U.S. history (Patricola and Wehner 2018). TCs also affect 
the U.S. away from its borders, especially in the western North Pacific (WNP). The U.S. 
Navy has increased its presence in the WNP to protect allies and maintain peace in a 
tumultuous part of the world that has witnessed increased tensions with China and North 
Korea (Kuhn 2018). TC formation prediction and tracking is crucial to U.S. Navy 
operations.  
As discussed in Gray (1975, 1977), TCs are influenced and affected by ocean and 
atmospheric temperatures over which they travel. Prior research has indicated that the 
average TC has a large energy requirement (4,000 calories per cm2 per day) in the form of 
ocean sensible and latent heat (Gray 1975). There has been a direct link between an increase 
in sea surface temperature (SST) and the intensity of tropical cyclones (Emanuel et al. 
2008). Observational data from the past few decades has shown that SST is on the rise, 
mainly due to anthropogenic reasons and Earth’s climate variations (Cheng et al. 2019, 
Dowdy 2014). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (International 
Panel on Climate Change 2019) reports have concluded that this observed rise in global 
temperatures, both in the sea and atmosphere, is likely due to anthropogenic forcing in 
terms of increasing greenhouse gas concentrations such as carbon dioxide, methane, and 
other aerosols (Wang et al. 2011). The big question is: Is the world witnessing—or will it 
witness—more frequent and stronger TCs than in the past? The answer is uncertain, but 
the ocean and atmosphere are warming, which directly affects TCs as shown in modeling 
simulations conducted by, for example, Bengtsson et al. (2007), Knutson et al. (2015), and 
Nakamura et al. (2017). The more knowledge obtained concerning TCs and a warming 
climate, the more ready the U.S. government, and specifically the U.S. Navy, will be in 
future decades to prepare and hopefully avoid major catastrophic events, loss of life, and 
loss of operational readiness in the future.  
2 
The potential impacts of climate change on TC activity have been addressed in 
many prior studies such as Emanuel et al. (2008), Kossin et al. (2016), Meehl et al. (2012), 
Meyer and Murphree (2015), Meyer (2007), Sharmila and Walsh (2018), and Wang et al. 
(2011). TC activity has been studied with respect to track, intensity, poleward shifts, 
precipitation amounts, and cyclogenesis parameters, but the indications so far provide 
relatively little clear consensus as to what will change in a future warmer world with respect 
to TC activity (Colbert et al. 2015). However, for the globe as a whole, there are indications 
that TC numbers may not change much, and may decrease, but the number of very intense 
TCs may increase (Bengtsson et al. 2007, Bhatia et al. 2018, Emanuel et al. 2008, Knutson 
et al. 2015, Patricola and Wehner 2018). 
In this paper, climate change is investigated on how likely it is to affect TC activity, 
especially TC formations, with an emphasis on TC activity in the western North Pacific. 
A. SCIENTIFIC AND OPERATIONAL MOTIVATIONS FOR RESEARCH 
The planning of U.S. Naval operations depends on weather and climate forecasts, 
especially to keep bases, ships, and aircraft operating in safe conditions. Climate 
information with lead times of years to decades is important in order to address the long-
range goals and plans of operations in an ever-changing environment. As of right now, the 
Fleet Weather Center San Diego in coordination with the Naval Oceanography 
Antisubmarine Warfare Center Yokosuka only provides limited TC formation and hazard 
products coming from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) with a forecasting lead 
time on the order of days while pushing the National Weather Service’s Climate Prediction 
Center Global Tropical Hazard and Benefits Outlook with a lead time of two weeks in the 
future (JTWC 2019). JTWC has addressed the need for longer lead time TC outlooks and 
has created a global TC formation outlook product with a two-week lead time. U.S. naval 
operations are planned months to years in the future, and a better understanding of the TC 
outlook for the future years and decades would aid U.S. Navy’s focus in protecting its 
allies, allowing freedom of navigation, all the while maintaining a strong presence in this 
area with limited interruptions. 
3 
B. PRIOR RESEARCH 
1. Parameters for TC Formation 
A TC is defined as a closed cyclonic circulation weather event that forms over 
tropical oceans with a low-pressure center and low-level disturbance in the atmosphere that 
causes high winds, torrential rain, and storm surge (Montgomery and Farrell 1993). In the 
WNP, there are three categories characterizing this intensity: (1) tropical depression with 
rotational winds up to 17 ms-1; (2) tropical storm with rotational winds up to 33 ms-1; and 
(3) typhoon with rotational winds above 33 ms-1 (Montgomery and Farrell 1993). 
In order to assess the role future TCs will have on Earth, TC predictors such as 
large scale environmental factors (LSEFs) can be used to provide a good understanding of 
where TCs may form (Gray 1975). Although LSEFs provide a basis for TC formation 
prediction, they do not provide all the information needed to predict TC formation. TCs 
can be affected by climate variations in the form of El Niño (EN), La Niña (LN), and the 
Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), of which research by Johnson (2011) has been 
conducted to relate these variations to changes in TC formation areas.  
Gray (1977) used statistical analysis of many years of data to determine the main 
factors associated with TC genesis in the WNP during the period from 1946–1973. Gray 
(1977) concluded that six parameters could be directly related to TC genesis: low level 
relative vorticity, Coriolis, vertical wind shear, SST, the vertical equivalent potential 
temperature gradient between the surface and 500 hPa, and middle tropospheric relative 
humidity. Mundhenk (2009) and Johnson (2011) used the following LSEFs to predict WNP 
TC formations: 850 hPa relative vorticity, SST, 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical wind shear,  and 
200 hPa divergence. Although these LSEFs Mundhenk (2009) and Johnson (2011) used 
are necessary for the prediction of TC genesis, they are not totally sufficient based on 
observational studies (Meyer and Murphree 2015). The LSEFs can be useful indicators of 
future TC formations, but they are limited because they are not necessarily sufficient 
indicators (Gray 1975, Johnson 2011, Meyer and Murphree 2015). A forecast based on the 
LSEFs may not be able to account for all the factors that affect TC formations and therefore 
may result in a failure to forecast TCs and contribute to false alarm forecasts (Gray 1975, 
4 
Meyer and Murphree 2015). Given this information, the LSEFs used in prior studies 
predicted the formation of 95% of all WNP TCs from 1981–2006 (Johnson 2011). 
2. El Niño and La Niña Impacts on TC Formations 
EN and LN events alter TC formation locations. Figure 1 shows an example from 
Ford (2000) of the effects of El Niña and La Niña (ENLN) on 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical 
wind shear, TC formation, and TC tracks occurring from August–November between the 
years 1957–1998. EN and LN set up anomalous circulations (indicated by the red and blue 
ovals) that alter the steering flow and make TCs either recurve or straight running. Ford 
showed that TCs are more or less likely to shift in locations of zero shear as a result of 
these anomalous circulations. Shifts in location of zero shear indicate shifts in areas of 
favorable TC formation. TC Formation locations indicate a change in response to changes 
in vertical wind shear. In EN events, there is a TC formation shift to the east and a higher 
probability of TC recurving tracks towards Japan. In LN events, TC formation shifts more 




Figure 1.  Schematic representations of the effects of (a) EN and (b) 
LN on TC formation areas and tracks based on data for August–November 
1957–1998. Black line is zero wind shear line for winds at 200 hPa minus 
winds at 850 hPa. Red and blue ovals marked with “H” and “L” represent 
anomalous upper tropospheric heights with arrow heads indicating 
corresponding anomalous winds. Red and blue dots represent TC formation 
locations, and red and blue arrows represent corresponding TC tracks. 
Source: Ford (2000). 
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Additionally, other Ford (2000) results that are not shown in Figure 1 indicate that 
changes in other LSEFs also affect formation locations; and ENLN do not affect TC 
numbers but do affect TC formation locations and tracks. 
Johnson (2011) compared TC formations during these ENLN events to the long-
term mean (LTM) formations using the hybrid tropical cyclone forecasting system 
(HTCFS). The HTCFS that Johnson (2011) used was version one and was developed using 
TC and LSEF data for the years 1981–2010. HTCFS is a logistic regression model that 
includes second order polynomial terms with all predictors (Meyer and Murphree 2015). It 
was determined to a 99% confidence level using backward stepwise logistic regression that 
the TC formation probability was a function of SST and SST squared, shear and shear 
squared, divergence, relative vorticity, and three secondary interaction terms (Meyer and 
Murphree 2015). The LSEF data for the HTCFS version one came from the National Center 
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
reanalysis 1 data set (R1). When the LSEFs SST, 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear, 
850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa divergence LSEFs are used in the HTCFS, TC 
formation probability is calculated.  
Figure 2 shows the results of Johnson (2011) LTM for July, August, September, 
October (JASO) of 1981–2010 for TC formation probability. The warmer colors represent 
higher TC formation probabilities and are overlaid with the JTWC best track TC 
formations. The band of higher TC formation probability goes from 110°E–160°E and 
10°N–20°N, encompassing the South China Sea (SCS) and east of the Philippines. 
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Figure 2.  LTM TC formation probabilities for JASO 1981–2010 
(color shading) overlaid with locations of TC formations during this period 
(blue dots). Formations east of 180°E are not shown. Source: 
Johnson (2011). 
Figure 3 shows TC formation areas during JASO of EN years 1982, 1986, 1987, 
1991, 1993, 1994, 1997, 2009 and JASO of LN years 1982, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1993, 1994, 
1997, and 2009. EN years shift higher TC formation probabilities to the southern and 
eastern portion of the WNP, closer to the equator and international dateline (IDL) while 
LN years caused the TC formation probability region to shift to the northern and western 
parts of the WNP, in the subtropics of Japan. The variations in the LSEFs with EN when 
compared to the LTM included: a shift in higher SSTs to the east, stronger low level relative 
vorticity in the South China Sea (SCS) extending east of the Philippines, stronger easterly 
zonal wind shear across the WNP, and stronger upper level divergence over the maritime 
continent and central WNP (Johnson 2011). For LN events, the variations in the LSEFs 
included: a shift in higher SSTs to the west, weaker low level relative vorticity in the South 
China Sea (SCS) extending east of the Philippines towards the east, weaker easterly zonal 
wind shear across the WNP, and weaker upper-level divergence over the maritime 
continent and central WNP (Johnson 2011). 
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Figure 3.  EN (top panel) and LN (bottom panel) TC formation 
probabilities for JASO 1981–2010 (color shading) overlaid with locations of 
TC formations during this period (blue dots). Formations east of 180°E are 
not shown. Source: Johnson (2011). 
Figure 4 shows the EN and LN anomalies when compared to the LTM for JASO of 
1981–2006 (Johnson 2011). The differences shown here reiterate that EN events tend to 
cause TC formation probability to shift eastward in the WNP. For LN events, there is a TC 
formation probability shift to the western part of the WNP that includes the SCS. 
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Figure 4.  EN (top panel) and LN (bottom panel) TC formation 
probability anomalies (color shading) for JASO 1981–2010. Source: Johnson 
(2011). 
3. Climate Change Impacts on TCs 
In recent years, prior studies have investigated how TC activity has changed over 
the last several decades and how TC activity is likely to change in future decades due to 
climate change. The topic of climate change has also been of interest in the news, in part 
due to recent discussions involving political beliefs in climate change (Friedman and Astor 
2019). The outputs from climate model projections of Earth’s future climate under different 
greenhouse gas emissions scenarios that represent different possible future emissions and 
greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere have been analyzed to look for 
indications of changes in TC activity due to climate change (i.e., Bhatia 2018, Bengtsson 
et al. 2007, Colbert et al. 2014, Dowdy 2014, Emanuel et al. 2008, Knutson and Tuleya 
2008, Knutson et al. 2015, Kossin et al. 2016, Patricola and Wehner 2018, Wang et al. 
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2016). Many, but not all of these future greenhouse gas emissions scenarios in the papers 
mentioned are based on one of the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). RCPs 
are scenarios that describe future atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations based on 
assumptions about future emissions of greenhouse gasses (International Panel on Climate 
Change DDC 2019). RCPs are used in modeling future climate change associated with 
greenhouse gas concentrations (International Panel on Climate Change DDC 2019). The 
primary RCPs are named: RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5 (for more information 
on the RCPs, see Chapter I, Section B.6).  
Climate change studies have identified several potential changes in TC activity in 
the past several decades in the past that may be due to climate change while using 
observational data, reanalysis data, and climate models (especially changes in TC 
intensities, TC formation numbers, and TC tracks), as well as potential future activity 
changes due to future climate change. The impacts of climate change on TC activity 
(including formations, intensities, and tracks) may be affected by multiple factors that 
make the tropical environmental more favorable or less favorable for TC activity. One of 
these factors is atmospheric stability, which is affected by the vertical distribution of 
temperature and moisture in the atmosphere (e.g., Knutson and Tuleya 2008). Climate 
change may lead to increases in tropical atmospheric temperature and moisture in ways 
that stabilize the tropical atmosphere. If so, these atmospheric changes would tend to 
suppress TC activity for example, reduce the number of TC formations and/or TC intensity 
and offset other environmental changes that would tend to enhance TC activity (such as 
SST increases). There has not been a clear consensus on how climate change has affected 
TC statistics owing to their natural variability being large and the changes in TC 
observation methodologies over time (Patricola and Wehner 2018). 
Prior studies have investigated how the number of TC formations in individual TC 
formation regions may change as Earth warms (Bengtsson et al. 2007, Colbert et al. 2014, 
Dowdy 2014, Emanuel et al. 2008, Knutson et al. 2015). As an example, Figure 5 from 
Emanuel et al. (2008) shows the changes in TC formation frequency during 1980–2000 to 
the last twenty years of the twenty second century in each TC formation region using 
thermodynamic and kinematic statistics derived from global climate models to produce 
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synthetic TCs to characterize TC genesis. The results from six of the seven models showed 
a rise in the frequency of TCs in the WNP when comparing the last 20 years of the twentieth 
century and the last 20 years of the 22nd century (Emanuel et al. 2008). 
 
Figure 5.  Percentage change in the frequency in occurrence of all TC 
events from 1980–2000 to the last 20 years of the 22nd century that achieve a 
peak wind speed of at least 21 m/s. Note the increase in TC activity in the 
WNP from 6 of the 7 model runs. Source: Emanuel et al. (2008). 
Knutson et al. (2015) also used modeling to investigate potential changes in TC 
activity in a future warmer world using the RCP 4.5 scenario. They found an overall 
decrease in the number of TCs globally by the late 21st century, but increases in some 
basins, including the WNP. Their findings indicate a reduced global TC genesis frequency 
in four of the six TC basins (North Atlantic, northwest Pacific, south Indian, and southwest 
Pacific) while indicating an increase for the northeast Pacific and north Indian Ocean basins 
(Knutson et al. 2015). Bengtsson et al. (2007) using the coupled European Center Hamburg 
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Global Climate Model (ECHAM) saw a decrease in the number of TCs in every basin 
except for the eastern Pacific. Colbert et al. (2015) noted projected decreases in WNP TC 
formation near the Philippines (negative 3–5 TCs per decade through 2100) and an increase 
in projected TC formation over the central WNP (1–3 more TCs per decade through 2100) 
using ensemble mean projections from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 
3 and Phase 5 (CMIP5) models. The changes in TC formation numbers were attributed into 
an apparent reduction in the easterlies in the 21st century. Dowdy (2014) conducted a time 
series representation of TC numbers in the Southern Hemisphere Australian region using 
the National Climate Center of the Australian Bureau of Meteorology historical TC 
database from 1970–2010 and also saw a decrease in TCs in that region. In this research, 
he removed the natural variations in TCs represented by ENLN. As shown in the results of 
Bengtsson et al. (2007), Colbert et al. (2015), and Knutson et al. (2015), there is no clear 
consensus as to whether the number of TCs in the WNP region are increasing or decreasing. 
Most of the research indicates that the WNP should see an increase in TC activity. 
Prior studies have also investigated how TC intensity in individual TC formation 
regions may change as Earth warms (Bengtsson et al. 2007, Bhatia 2018, Emanuel et al. 
2008, Knutson et al. 2015, Patricola and Wehner 2018). Knutson et al. (2015) used the 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory high resolution atmospheric model with a 50 km 
grid and RCP 4.5 to conclude that in a warmer climate, TCs globally will increase in the 
21st century by 24% for category 4 and 5 storms. Interestingly, this research also indicates 
a projected decrease in TC intensity in parts of the northwest Pacific Ocean. Bengtsson 
et al. (2007) points out that he received mixed results towards the maximum wind speed 
intensity of TCs in each basin based on the horizontal atmospheric resolution on the 
coupled ECHAM from T63 to T319. The WNP saw more intense TCs when the 
atmospheric model resolution was increased only to T319 in the 20th and 21st centuries 
(Bengtsson et al. 2007). Emanuel et al. (2008) while using the coupled air-sea model 
Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (CHIPS) saw an overall increase in TC 
intensity in the WNP in the 21st century when compared to the 20th century.  
Prior studies have additionally investigated how TC tracks in individual TC 
formation regions may change as Earth warms (Kossin et al. 2016, Sharmila and Walsh 
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2018, Wang et al. 2011). For example, Figure 6 shows the Kossin et al. (2016) model 
results when using CMIP5 with the largest emissions projection RCP 8.5. Kossin et al. 
(2016) research showed decreased TC exposure meaning less TCs formed near the 
Philippines and South China Sea (SCS) and increased TC exposure in regions of the East 
China Sea to include Japan and the Ryukyu Islands, indicating a poleward migration in the 
WNP from July through November 1980–2013.  
 
Figure 6.  Observed WNP TC track density differences. From July to 
November of (a) 1980–1996, (b) 1997–2013, (c) difference of 1997–2013 
subtracted from 1980–1996, and (d) regions where the difference was 
significant at the 90% confidence level based on the student t test. Source: 
Kossin et al. (2016). 
Wang et al. (2011) conducted an analysis of TC formation and track patterns in the 
WNP, specifically the SCS utilizing JTWC best track data with a spatial resolution of a 2° 
longitude by 2° latitude grid, coupled with the utilization of singular value decomposition 
of observational data from the IPCC Assessment Report version 4. The experiment was 
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conducted over July, August, and September from 1965–2009 using reanalysis data and 
projected into the future until 2040. Conclusions from Wang et al. detected decreased 
westward TC tracks in the SCS during this timeframe due to changes in large scale steering 
flows and SST rise. The problem with this research was that Wang et al. had to assume 
there was little TC formation location change in the future and warned that caution should 
be taken when interpreting the projections. 
4. Knowns and Unknowns for TC Formation in a Warmer World 
There are many unknowns when it comes to TC formation and properties in the 
future. These include uncertainties about how anthropogenic forcing is quantified and how 
well the RCP scenarios represent future human activities (Overpeck et al. 2011). It is hard 
to anticipate future anthropogenic emissions due to uncertainties about human population 
changes, changes in agricultural practices, and changes in industrial production 
(Koneswaran and Nierenberg 2008). Anthropogenic forcing levels are estimates based on 
statistical analysis of data and are coarse projections, meaning grid spacing and data are 
over a large area, for example a 2° longitude by 2° latitude grid for the future world (Van 
Vuuren et al. 2011).  
What is known is that global SST upper ocean temperatures have been increasing 
in most ocean basins (Deser et al. 2010). TCs depend heavily on the SST and upper ocean 
heat content to form, and many studies have shown that increasing ocean temperatures are 
likely to lead to an increase in TC formations and intensity (Bengtsson et al. 2007).  
5. Strengths and Weaknesses of Climate Change Modeling 
Strengths of climate change modeling are the future projection coupled models such 
as the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4) are based on past historical 
data and provide many possible representative projections for future Earth conditions 
(Overpeck et al. 2011). Reanalysis data, created from model observational datasets and 
assimilating observations into a dynamical model, have proven to be reliable for climate 
research (Overpeck et al. 2011). The biggest strength of climate change modeling is that it 
starts the conversation as to what could happen in the future.  
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Weaknesses in climate change projections based on climate models deal with a 
variety of issues linked directly to input data. There is not one source of TC tracks and 
standards used to assess climate change, leading to diverse TC formation areas and tracks 
(Song et al. 2010). Additionally, there has been a limited period of consistent observations 
in the atmosphere, leading to a small sample size of approximately 50 years (Song et al. 
2010). Future climate models have a difficult time parameterizing convection, a necessity 
in predicting TC formation (Patricola and Wehner 2018). Although models are getting 
better with time, coarse resolutions mean that the models cannot fully represent smaller 
mesoscale activities in the climate system (Meehl et al. 2012). Additionally, climate data 
is vast in volume and complexity, and sometimes data is considered intellectual property 
with access being restricted from other scientists mainly because of governmental interests 
(Overpeck et al. 2011). 
6. Future Earth Climate and Representative Concentration Pathways 
Table 1 shows the four common RCPs used for representation of potential future 
climate states (RCPs 8.5, 6.0, 4.5, 2.6) and how the RCPs are differentiated through their 
anthropogenic forcing levels along with their stabilization timeframes. RCPs are the 
product of collaboration and assessment of the future climate by modelers, climate 
scientists, ecosystem modelers, and emissions experts to provide plausible descriptions of 
future climates and encompass socioeconomic change, technological change, energy and 
land use, and greenhouse gas emissions (Van Vuuren et al. 2011).  
Table 1.   Overview of RCPs and forcing levels. Adapted from Van 
Vuuren et al. (2011). 
 
RCP 8.5
Rising radiaitive forcing pathway leading to 8.5 W m¯² (~1370 ppm CO2 
equivalent) by 2100
RCP 6.0
Stabalization without overshoot pathway to 6 W m¯² (~850 ppm CO2 
equivalent) at stabalization after 2100
RCP 4.5
Stabalization without overshoot pathway to 4.5 W m¯² ( ~850 ppm CO2 
equivalent) at stabalization after 2100
RCP 2.6
Peak in radiative forcing at 3 W m¯² ( ~490 ppm CO2 equivalent) before 2100 




Figure 7 shows differences in the four RCPs with regards to the carbon dioxide 
(CO2) emissions amounts for each RCP scenario. Note that RCP 8.5 has both the highest 
CO2 emissions and concentrations that increase past the year 2100, while RCP 2.6 has 
declining CO2 emissions starting in the year 2010. In this study, climate model projections 
based on the RCP 8.5 scenario were used to investigate TC formation changes in the WNP 
out to the year 2050. 
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Figure 7.  RCP emission scenarios. For: (a) Carbon dioxide emissions 
for each of the RCP scenarios, (b) Carbon dioxide concentrations derived 
from the emissions in (a), (c) Carbon dioxide concentrations from (b) with 
extensions to 2300. Source: Meehl et al. (2012). 
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Figure 8 from Gent et al. (2011) shows the time series of globally averaged surface 
temperature anomalies with CCSM3, CCSM4, and observations from the Meteorological 
Office Hadley Center (HADCRUT3). Note the difference in surface temperature for the 
red line representing CCSM4 versus the black line representing observational data. By 
2005, there is a difference of about 0.4°C between CCSM4 and the HADCRUT3 
observations, which indicates an SST bias with CCSM4 (Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 
2012). Gent et al. (2011) cites potential reasons for the SST bias, but of note is that the bias 
is a global trend that is also evident in the WNP. 
 
Figure 8.  Globally averaged surface temperature anomalies for 1850–
2005, from three sources. (1) CCSM3 (blue), HADCRUT3 observations 
(black), and CCSM4 (red) with red shading representing the CCSM4 
ensemble spread. For each time series, the base period for the calculating the 
anomalies is the first 20 years of the time series. Source: Gent et al. (2011). 
7. Subseasonal to Seasonal TC Formation Forecasting 
Several universities and weather prediction centers provide subseasonal to seasonal 
(S2S) TC forecasts for TC basins around the globe. These include S2S outlooks provided 
by the Climate Prediction Center (CPC), Colorado State University (CSU), NPS/Statistical 
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Solutions LLC, and JTWC (NOAA CPC 2019, Colorado State University 2019, Statistical 
Solutions LLC 2019, JTWC 2019).  
S2S TC forecasts have lead times of several days to several months and valid 
periods of approximately one week to six months. An example of a subseasonal TC forecast 
is the CPC Global Tropical Hazards/Benefits Assessment that issues predictions for TC 
formation for periods of one and two weeks with a valid time of one week (NOAA CPC, 
2019). JTWC is experimenting with a 14-day TC formation outlook in the Indian Ocean 
basin that may be extended into the Pacific. 
S2S forecasts of TCs are produced by three main types of forecasting systems: 
dynamical, statistical, and hybrid dynamical-statistical. 
a. Dynamical Forecasting Systems 
Dynamical forecast systems use real time data to initialize prediction models based 
on dynamical equations from physics and chemistry. These systems can be skillful in 
predicting a wide range of processes occurring over global domains at S2S lead times; 
however, they tend to be less accurate in their forecasts of relatively small scale processes, 
such as those involved in TCs (van den Dool 2007). Dynamical models tend to be more 
accurate in forecasting large scale features in the atmosphere that evolve slowly (van den 
Dool 2007). The European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasting (EMCWF) 
along with the International Research Institute for Climate and Society produce dynamical 
model forecasts of TC activity for selected TC basins (European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts 2019, International Research Institute for Climate and Society 2019). 
EMCWF uses a coupled global circulation model to forecast TC activity, including the 
number of named storms and accumulated cyclone energy (ACE) in all TC basins around 
the globe (Camargo et al. 2007). 
b. Statistical Forecasting Systems 
Statistical forecasting systems are widely used in S2S forecasting and can predict 
climate variations that are known to impact TC formation in a given region (e.g., ENLN, 
MJO). Examples of statistical models include products from the National Oceanic and 
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Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) CPC and the National Hurricane Center (NHC). The 
CPC and NHC issue a North Atlantic basin hurricane seasonal outlook that forecasts the 
seasonal number of named storms, hurricanes, and major hurricanes (NOAA CPC 2019, 
National Hurricane Center 2019). Additionally, the City University of Hong Kong issues 
a statistical forecast of the annual number of TCs in the WNP (City University of Hong 
Kong Laboratory of Atmospheric Research 2019). 
c. Hybrid Dynamical-Statistical Forecasting System 
Hybrid-dynamical statistical forecasting systems merge dynamical and statistical 
systems to apply the strengths of each. For example, a hybrid system might emphasize 
dynamical methods for forecasting larger scale processes and statistical methods for 
smaller scale processes (cf. van den dool 2007). In this research, a hybrid system was 
applied to analyze past TC activity and project future TC activity. This system was created 
by NPS and SSLLC (Meyer and Murphree 2015). This hybrid system uses dynamical 
model forecasts of LSEFs that strongly determine TC activity to force a statistical model 
that describes the probability of TC activity based on the environment described by the 
forecasted LSEFs This system can be thought of as one in which the output from the 
dynamical forecasts are statistically post-processed. The forecasts are probabilistic 
forecasts of TC activity. 
8. Hybrid TC Forecasting System 
Mundhenk (2009) and Meyer and Murphree (2015) describe the development and 
testing of a hybrid system based on a statistical model that predicts TC formation 
probabilities when forced with S2S forecasts of LSEFs for TC formation from the NCEP 
Climate Forecast System (CFS or CFSV2, Saha et al. 2006, Saha et al. 2014) dynamical 
S2S forecasting system. This system, which is referred to in this study as the HTCFS, 
applies statistical post-processing of the dynamical forecasts of the LSEFs to generate 
probabilistic forecasts of TC formations at S2S lead times. The HTCFS is ran in ensemble 
mode, based on ensembles of the LSEF forecasts and lagged average ensembling of the 
HTCFS forecasts (Meyer and Murphree 2015). The statistical model in the HTCFS is a 
logistic regression model that was built using best track data and LSEF data from the NCEP 
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Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR, Saha et al. 2010) for 1979-2011 and CFSV2 
analyses and very short lead forecasts for the post-2011 years. In this study, the combined 
CFSR and CFSV2 datasets are referred to as CFSRV2. The LSEFs used in the HTCFS are: 
SST, 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical wind shear, 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa 
divergence (Murphree and Meyer 2015). Mundhenk (2009) and Meyer and Murphree 
(2015) identified values for these LSEFs that are most associated with, and thus most 
favorable for, TC formation. These values are: (a) SST above 26°C, (b) weak vertical wind 
shear between upper and lower levels (200 hPa–850 hPa), (c) positive relative vorticity at 
850 hPa (indicating cyclonic circulation in the lower troposphere), and (d) positive 
divergence at 200 hPa (indicating upward vertical motion in the underlying troposphere). 
Figure 9 shows representative examples of TC formation forecasts from the 
HTCFS. The TC formations that occurred during the forecast valid periods (the purple dots 
in Figure 9) are used to assess the accuracy of the forecasts.
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Figure 9.  TC formation probability forecasts (color shading) produced by the HTCFS for August 2018 at lead 
times of: 90 days (top left), 60 days (top right), and 30 days (bottom) overlaid with actual TC formations (purple dots). 
Source: Statistical Solutions LLC (2019). 
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Figure 10 shows representative skill scores by lead time for HTCFS forecasts of 
TC formation probabilities in the WNP. Probability of detection (POD) describes the 
percent of actual TCs that were correctly forecasted. Larger values of POD indicate greater 
skill. Percent contoured area (PCA) describes the percent of the entire WNP basin for 
which elevated probabilities of formation were forecasted. Smaller values of PCA indicate 
greater skill. Mundhenk (2009) and Meyer and Murphree (2015) showed that HTCFS is 
skillful at all lead times based on a wide range of skill measures. Johnson (2011) showed 
that the statistical model in HTCFS was skillful in representing the impacts of MJO and 
ENLN events on the LSEFs and on TC formations. 
 
Figure 10.  Skill metrics for HTCFS forecasts of TC formation 
probabilities for WNP TCs in 2013 by forecast lead times. POD shown by 
blue bars and PCA shown by red bars. Source: Meyer and Murphree (2015). 
C. RESEARCH 
1. Gaps in Prior Research 
A number of prior studies of how climate change may affect TC activity have 
focused on using dynamic models and on just some of the LSEFs, such as SST. Many of 
these studies mainly described TC activity from a global perspective with relatively coarse 
grid spacing and limited focus on specific basins. Several studies that investigated 
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individual basins found large differences between basins (e.g., Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et 
al. 2012. Many of the prior studies have focused on future changes in TC intensities, with 
relatively few focusing on changes in the number, location, and seasonal timing of TC 
formations. Exceptions to this include Kossin et al. (2016) and Sharmila and Walsh (2018), 
which found a poleward shift occurring northward with regard to TC tracks and formation 
areas. Many of the conclusions from individual studies and from syntheses of many studies 
are inconclusive or contradictory. 
2. Overall Approach to Addressing Those Gaps 
These gaps were addressed in our research. One basin (the WNP) was analyzed 
with a relatively small grid spacing (1° longitude by 1° latitude). Climate change 
projections of LSEFs from a dynamical climate model (CCSM4) were used to force a 
statistical model and generate probabilistic projections of TC formations in future decades. 
The four LSEFs individually were investigated to assess the past and future LSEF 
contributions to the overall TC formation probabilities in the WNP. The ability of the 
climate model (CCSM4) was assessed on how well it simulated LSEFs and TC formation 
probabilities during the past four decades. Climate model projections of future LSEFs were 
used to assess the probability of TC formation in the next several decades. 
3. Research Questions 
Our goal in this study was to achieve a better understanding of how TC formation 
areas will change in the WNP up to 30 years in the future as a result of human induced 
global warming and global climate change. To accomplish this, the HTCFS was forced 
with LSEF projections from CCSM4 for the 2021–2050 period. Our main research 
questions were: 
1. Do CCSM4 simulations of the LSEFs for 1981–2018 provide a realistic 
description of TC formations for this period when those LSEFs are used to 
force the HTCFS? 
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2. What do the CCSM4 results for 1981–2018 indicate about the ability of 
CCSM4 to accurately represent TC formations in the next three decades, 
2021–2050? 
3. What do the CCSM4 projections of the LSEFs for 2021–2050 indicate 
about environmental changes, and TC formations, that are likely to occur 
in the WNP as a result of human induced climate change? 
4. Thesis Organization 
Chapter II addresses our study region and time period, followed by an overview of 
the data and methods used. Chapter III presents a summary of our findings, including LTM, 
ENLN CCSM4 results, time series for both CCSM4 and CFSRV2 results, bias analysis 
results for CCSM4 and CFSRV2, future time series CCSM4 results, and future CCSM4 
results. Chapter IV presents conclusions and recommendations for further research. 
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II. DATA AND METHODS 
A. STUDY REGION AND PERIOD 
The study region for this research was the WNP. This area is of particular 
significance due to: (a) extensive Department of Defense (DoD) operations in the WNP; 
and (b) high level of TC activity in the WNP where approximately 30% of Earth’s TCs 
form (Meyer and Murphree 2015). The WNP region is defined as the area occurring within 
100°E–150°W and 0°N–50°N. This area accounts for all TCs in the WNP region and also 
accounts for part of the central Pacific (CP) to encompass TCs that may track into the 
WNP. 
Our study period for assessing LSEFs and TC formations during the most recent 
decades was JASO from 1981–2018 (a 38-year period), which was called the past study 
period. The period 1981–2018 was chosen based on the availability of climate projection 
outputs and reanalysis data. The study focused on the JASO period of each year due to the 
relatively high number of TCs during these months. Figure 11 shows the number of TCs 
in the WNP during each month, January–December, during the 1981–2018 study period. 
There were 1,182 TC formations during these 38 years, with 796 of these formations 
occurring during JASO (67%).  
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Figure 11.  Number of TC formations (y-axis) for the WNP region by 
month (x-axis) during 1981–2018 for the WNP (100°E–180°E, 0°N–50°N). 
TC formation numbers from JTWC best track data for 1981–2017 and from 
NRL TC Page (NRL Monterey 2019) for 2018. 
Figure 12 shows WNP study region overlaid with TC formation locations 
representing the formation locations for the 796 TC formations during JASO of 1981–2018 
using JTWC best track data and the National Hurricane Center central Pacific hurricane 
database (HURDAT2) (JTWC 2018, NOAA NHC 2019). For the year 2018, the Naval 
Research Laboratory (NRL) Monterey TC Page was utilized for the WNP since JTWC and 
HURDAT2 best track data was not available (NRL Monterey 2019).  
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Figure 12.  WNP study region overlaid with locations of TC 
formations for JASO 1981–2018 (pink dots). TC formation locations are 
based on JTWC and HURDAT2 best track data for 1981–2017 and from 
NRL TC Page for 2018.  
This study identified within the WNP a central area in which TC formations in 
JASO were concentrated. This area of the WNP was named the central formation region 
(CFR), which is the area bounded by 127°E–165°E and 08°N–21°N. Of all the 775 TCs in 
the WNP study region bounded by 100°E–180°E and 0°N–50°N, during JASO 1981–2018, 
395 (51%) of them occurred in the CFR (for more information, see Appendix Table 3). The 
CFR was used to represent past and future variations in the LSEFs, TC formations, and TC 
probabilities. The CFR was chosen rather than the entire WNP to: (a) focus on the most 
active part of the WNP in our investigations of multi-decadal changes; (b) study these 
multi-decadal changes in a relatively uniform sub-region of the WNP that also has a large 
number of TCs; and (c) minimize the complications that arise when averaging together 
information from the many diverse sub-regions of the WNP. In this study, the focus was 
mainly on TC formations during JASO, the most active part of the WNP TC season. TC 
formations during the whole TC season (June–November) or the entire calendar year were 
not investigated. Therefore, there are both spatial and temporal complications to consider 
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when comparing prior results for the whole WNP and a whole season or calendar year with 
our results for the CFR for only JASO. 
Figure 13 shows the CFR overlaid on a map of the WNP study region and with the 
TC formations from JASO of 1981–2018 from JTWC and HURDAT2 best track data. For 
the year 2018, the NRL Monterey TC Page was utilized since JTWC and HURDAT2 best 
track data was not available. 
 
Figure 13.  WNP study region overlaid with locations of TC 
formations for JASO 1981–2018 (pink dots) and with the CFR region shown 
by the green area within the black rectangle. TC formation locations are 
based on JTWC and HURDAT2 best track data for 1981–2017 and from 
NRL TC Page (NRL Monterey 2019) for 2018. 
B. DATA SETS AND SOURCES 
1. JTWC Best Track 
JTWC best track data was used for TC formation locations in the area within the 
WNP region from 100°E–180°E and 0°N–50°N (JTWC 2018). JTWC TC formations are 
historical accounts for each storm and data points consist of six hourly reports directly from 
the JTWC best track data archive formulated from the first noted time and location for each 
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storm. JTWC intensity estimates for TCs use one-minute mean sustained wind speeds. 
JTWC best track data is not a reanalysis dataset, and may contain temporal variations in 
available observational data and with TC formation analysis procedures over the course of 
the study period. With TC formation analysis, it was expected that there would be a 
relatively small error on the order of 1°–2° and 1–2 days or less based on the assessments 
of real time analysis and best track analysis (Johnson 2011). For each TC, the first time 
and position data in the JTWC best track dataset was used as the TC formation time and 
location. 
2. HURDAT2 
HURDAT2 was used for TC formation locations in the area within the WNP region 
from 180°W–150°W and 0°N–50°N. HURDAT2 makes use of all available TC 
observations in the CP and may not have been in real time. This database includes 
observations made at six hourly intervals and observations made at times other than six 
hourly intervals to aid in intensity and landfall criteria, and the inclusion of non-developing 
tropical depressions (Landsea and Franklin 2013). With TC formation analysis, it is 
expected that there would be a relatively small error on the order of 1°–2° and 1–2 days or 
less based on the assessments of real time analysis and best track analysis (Johnson 2011). 
For each TC, the first time and position data in the HURDAT2 best track dataset was used 
as the TC formation time and location. 
3. 2018 TC Data 
For the years 1981–2017, JTWC best track and HURDAT2 data was available for 
the WNP area of research. However, 2018 data has not yet been published. Therefore, the 
NRL Monterey TC Page, a storage site for raw TC data in the WNP, was utilized for 2018. 
The first noted time and place for each TC from the NRL Monterey TC Page was used. 
4. CFSR and CFSV2 
CFSR and CFSV2 data, combined and called CFSRV2, was used as a primary 
source for LSEF data for JASO of 1981–2018 (NOAA National Center for Environmental 
Information 2018). This data was a combination of two different data sets, the CFSR for 
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JASO of 1981–2011 and CFSV2 for JASO of 2012–2018. Evaluation of these forecasts, 
referred to in this thesis as CFSRV2, shows that they provide a good continuity of the 
climate record and skillful estimates for subseasonal and seasonal predictions (Saha et al. 
2010, Saha et al. 2014). CFSRV2 is a fully coupled atmospheric-ocean-land model used 
through NCEP and was a source for LSEF data consisting of; SST, 200 hPa – 850 hPa 
vertical wind shear, 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa divergence. CFSRV2 has a 
global resolution of 0.5° longitude by 0.5° latitude. CFSRV2 data was used since the 
HTCFS was validated through CFSRV2 results. For this research, all CFSRV2 data was 
interpolated into a 1° longitude by 1° latitude grid in the WNP. 
5. CCSM4 
The CMIP5 set of experiments, including the CCSM4 future projection results, are 
simulations of the 21st and 22nd century climates using RCP forcing scenarios (see Chapter 
I, Section B.6). The Climate Data Gateway at NCAR, compiled projection results from 
CCSM4 (Climate Data Gateway at NCAR 2018). CCSM4 is a climate modeling system 
that includes models of the atmosphere, land, ocean, and sea ice. The CCSM4 historical 
runs covered the period 1850-2005. The CCSM4 projections using different RCP scenarios 
covered the period 2006-2300. The CCSM4 results have a horizontal resolution of 0.9° 
longitude by 1.25° latitude. The CCSM4 historical and projection have some shortcomings, 
including, for example, difficulty capturing the indirect effects of aerosols, which could be 
a factor in CCSM4 producing globally averaged SSTs that are warmer than observed SSTs 
(Meehl et al. 2012).  
CCSM4 historical and projection results were used to produce LSEFs for our study. 
These LSEFs were: SST, 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear, 850 hPa relative vorticity, 
and 200 hPa divergence. CCSM4 historical results were used for JASO 1981–2005 and the 
CCSM4 projection results for JASO 2006–2050. For some purposes, CCSM4 historical 
results for JASO 1981–2005 were combined with CCSM4 projection results based on RCP 
8.5 forcing for JASO 2006–2018 (for example, for use in assessing CCSM4 biases). For 
this research, the CCSM4 results were interpolated onto a 1° longitude by 1° latitude. For 
this thesis, CCSM4 future projection results were used based on the RCP 8.5 scenario. 
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C. CALCULATION OF LSEF VARIABLES 
1. LSEF Calculations 
The CFSRV2 and CCSM4 results did not directly provide some of the LSEFs—in 
particular, 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical wind shear, 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa 
divergence. Therefore, the LSEFs were calculated from the CFSRV2 and CCSM4 winds 
at 850 hPa and 200 hPa using the equations shown in Table 2. Monthly averages for each 
variable were created for July, August, September, and October of each year during our 
study period. From those monthly averages, four-month averages were calculated for JASO 
of each year in our study period and averages for several multi-year periods.  
Table 2.   LSEF calculation formulas for vertical wind shear (top box, 
levels measured in hPa), relative vorticity (middle box), and divergence 
(bottom box). 
Vertical Wind Shear = 
Relative Vorticity =
Divergence =













2. Anomaly Calculations 
A standard way to represent climate variations is to calculate climate anomalies, 
which are differences between values for a specific period and values for a LTM base 
period, with the LTM values being subtracted from the specific period values. The 
following equation shows an example of how anomalies were calculated, in this case, the 
anomaly for the 200 hPa divergence during JASO for EN periods (cf. Johnson 2011): 
200 hPa Divergence Anomaly = EN 200 hPa DivergenceJASO – LTM 200 hPa 
DivergenceJASO  . 
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LSEF anomalies associated with ENLN, CCSM4 bias analyses, and CCSM4 
projections were analyzed. Additionally, anomalies were used when comparing TC 
formation probabilities to highlight differences in values when compared to the LTM. For 
ENLN anomalies, the base period was JASO of 1981–2005. The EN periods were JASO 
of 1982, 1986, 1988, 1991, 1994, and 1997. The LN periods were JASO of 1984, 1988, 
1995, 1998, 1999, and 2000. For CCSM4 bias differences (or anomalies), the base period 
was JASO 1981-2018. For CCSM4 projection anomalies, the base period was JASO 1981–
2018. For investigations of future CCSM4 projections, decadal averages were computed 
and analyzed for JASO of 2021–2030, 2031–2040, and 2041–2050. 
D. APPLICATION OF HTCFS: TC FORMATION PROBABILITY 
The HTCFS has demonstrated skill in detecting the probability (Mundhenk 2009, 
Johnson 2011, and Meyer and Murphree 2015). Therefore, we chose to use this model to 
calculate TC formation probabilities with this thesis. 
The HTCFS was used to calculate TC formation probabilities for the LTM, ENLN, 
CCSM4 bias analyses, and CCSM4 projections. The model produced TC probabilities 
based in the JASO averaged and interpolated LSEF data for 1981–2050. HTCFS generated 
probabilities between 0.003 and 0.02 were focused on for the years 1981–2018. For the 
years 2021–2050, TC formation probabilities increased throughout the WNP, and to 
capture these higher probabilities, probabilities between 0.006 to 0.04 were focused on, or 
two times the typical values during the years 1981–2018. JTWC Best Track, HURDAT2 
best track, and NRL Monterey TC Page TC formation data were used to validate the 
accuracy of the data for 1981–2018. Accurate TC formation probabilities for 1981–2018 
were indicated by many TC formation locations lying within the highest TC formation 
probability regions, with the highest concentration of TC formation locations occurring in 
the areas with the highest probabilities.  
Figure 14 shows the adaption of the HTCFS process for seasonal and subseasonal 
TC probability forecasting (Meyer and Murphree 2015) that was used for climate change 
projections of TC formation probabilities. In this process, the statistical model from 
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HTCFS was used and forced with CCSM4 projections of the LSEFs. in response to this 
forcing, the statistical model produced TC formation probability projections.  
 
Figure 14.  Overview of the process used to produce probabilistic 
climate change projections of TC formations. Adapted from Meyer and 
Murphree (2015).  
The HTCFS statistical model was built using historical LSEF and historical TC data 
(Meyer and Murphree 2015). The ideal statistical model to have used in our study would 
have been one built using LSEF projections and TC formation projections. Climate models 
(such as CCSM4) provide LSEF projections but not TC projections. So, the ideal statistical 
model does not exist and was not available for our study. Without having the ideal model, 
it could not be determined how different the model used was from the ideal model, and 
how important this limitation was on the research methods might be. If the differences were 
small, then the limitations would likely have little impact on our results. If the differences 
were large, then the limitations might be problematic. It was expected that the potential 
impacts of this limitation are smaller for shorter range projections (e.g., smaller when 
projecting TC formation probabilities for 2021-2030 than for 2091-2100), since the near 
term future LSEFs and TC formations are more likely to be similar to those for the past 
several decades.  This is one reason that we chose to apply our dynamical-statistical 
approach for only the next 30 years (2021-2050). 
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E. TIME SERIES ANALYSES 
1. LTM  
LTM LSEFs and TC formation probabilities were calculated for CCSM4 historical 
results for JASO of 1981–2005 so that it would encompass the entire CCSM4 historical 
results for 25 years. Statistical probabilities that were considered relevant with the HTCFS 
were TC formation probabilities between 0.003 and 0.02. These LTM results were used as 
our basis for comparison against ENLN data. 
2. ENLN 
To test the CCSM4 historical results, LSEFs and TC formation probabilities were 
calculated for ENLN years in JASO of 1981–2005. Assurance was needed that the CCSM4 
historical dataset picked up known climate variations in the past such as ENLN in order to 
further validate its usage as a reliable future climate predictor. The EN years were: 1982, 
1986, 1988, 1991, 1994, and 1997. The LN years were: 1984, 1988, 1995, 1998, 1999, and 
2000. These ENLN years were verified as strong to moderate EN and LN years by the 
Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) provided by the NOAA Climate Prediction Center 
(NOAA ESRL 2019). TC formation probability was formed for ENLN from the averaging 
of their respective JASO months and then averaging over the six years. Statistical 
probabilities that were considered relevant with the HTCFS were TC formation 
probabilities between 0.003 and 0.02. Further analysis compared the ENLN anomalies to 
the LTM. 
3. Past Time Series 1981–2018 
In order to see further trends in LSEF and TC formation probability, time series for 
CFSRV2 and CCSM4 were created for JASO of 1981–2018 in the CFR (see Chapter II, 
Section A). CCSM4 results were used for the years 1981–2018, which came from the 1981-
2005 historical period and from the 2006-2018 portion of the CCSM4 RCP 8.5 projection 
results. Comparing CCSM4 results with CFSRV2 results allowed us to better gauge the 
validity of the CCSM4 data. In addition, annual TC formation numbers were evaluated for 
both the WNP (100°E–180°E, 0°N–50°N) and the CFR for JASO of 1981–2018 based on 
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JTWC best track data for 1981–2017 and the NRL Monterey TC Page for 2018. For our 
time series results, a least squares polynomial best fit line was used to highlight the long-
term time series trends in the LSEFs and TC formation probabilities. 
4. CCSM4 Biases  
Climate model projections, including those from CCSM4, have biases (e.g., Gent 
et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 2012). However, corrections of those biases has received relatively 
little attention in prior studies. Biases were investigated in the CCSM4 LSEFs and TC 
formation probabilities by comparing these LSEFs and probabilities to those based on 
CFSRV2 data. In particular, CCSM4 minus CFSRV2 calculated differences for JASO 
1981-2018. For 1981-2005, CCSM4 historical results were used and for 2006-2018, 
CCSM4 RCP 8.5 results were used.  
5. Future Time Series 2018–2050 
Future trends in LSEF and TC formation probability were evaluated through time 
series analysis in the CFR for CCSM4 future result projections for JASO of 2019–2050. 
For our time series results, a least squares polynomial best fit line was used to highlight the 
long-term time series trends in the LSEFs and TC formation probabilities. 
6. Future CCSM4 2021–2050 
The CCSM4 RCP 8.5 projection results were used for decadal analysis of future 
LSEFs and TC formation probabilities. The decades analyzed were JASO of: 2021–2030, 
2031–2040, and 2041–2050. CCSM4 future projection anomaly calculations were made 
with CCSM4 results for JASO of 1981–2018. Of note is the change to TC formation 
probability scales with future projections to adequately capture higher TC formation 
probabilities. Statistical probabilities that were considered relevant with the HTCFS for 
CCSM4 future projections were TC formation probabilities between 0.006 and 0.04, two 
times the TC formation probabilities used with CCSM4 results from JASO of 1981–2018. 
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Two of our initial objectives were to assess the ability of the CCSM4 outputs to: 
(1) describe the LSEFs for the past study period (JASO 1981-2005); and (2) describe the 
TC formation probabilities for the historical period when the CCSM4 derived LSEFs were 
used to force the NPS TC formation statistical model. To do this, the LTM LSEFs and the 
ENLN mean LSEFs were analyzed using CCSM4 output for JASO 1981–2005. These 
LSEFs were then used to force the statistical model. 
A. WNP CCSM4 LTM 1981–2005 
1. LSEFs 
Figure 15 shows the LTM LSEFs for JASO 1981–2005 for the WNP based on the 
CCSM4 historical dataset.  
Figure 15a shows the SST LSEF. The SST spatial pattern in the WNP is warmer 
temperatures near the equator to 20°N (26°C–29°C) and cooler temperatures towards to 
poles. (Note the large area of temperatures exceeding 28°C in the central portion of the 
WNP (130°E–180°E, 0°N–20°N). This is an area that is supportive for TC formation 
because of SST temperatures exceeding 26° as stated in Chapter I, Section B.8. Note also 
that SSTs shown in Figure 14a are approximately 0.25°C–0.5°C greater overall than those 
used by Johnson (2011) in the WNP. The largest differences are located in the central part 
of the WNP. This is likely an indication of a bias in the CCSM4 with SST. This is consistent 
with the surface temperature biases found in CCSM4 by Gent et al. (2011) and Meehl et 
al. (2012). See Chapter I, Section 6 for more discussion of biases in SST. 
Figure 15b shows the 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Of 
note is the large area of low vertical wind shear with a southeast to northwest orientation 
(120E°–150°W, 0°N–20N°). This is an area that is expected to be favorable for TC 
formation with a shear magnitude between 0–8 ms-1, below the threshold found by Meyer 
and Murphree (2015). The SCS shows an unsupportive area for TC formation with vertical 
wind shear between 16–20 ms-1. The vertical wind shear values are consistent with results 
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from Johnson (2011), even though Johnson used a different method for calculating wind 
shear (zonal and meridional wind shear). 
Figure 15c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of 
positive vorticity throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 10°N–20°N). This is an area that 
is supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of negative relative 
vorticity to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is unsupportive 
of TC formation. These results are consistent with the results from Johnson (2011). 
Figure 15d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 0°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of low positive and 
negative divergence to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is 
unsupportive of TC formation. These results are consistent with the results from Johnson 
(2011). 
Based on the LTM LSEFs, the area in the WNP that is favorable for TC formation 
would be from 100°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N since there are high SST, low vertical wind 
shear, positive 850 hPa relative vorticity, and positive 200 hPa divergence. The area that is 
unfavorable for TC formation would be from 100°E–150°W and 20°N–30°N since there 
are lower SSTs, high vertical wind shear, neutral to negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 
neutral to negative 200 hPa divergence. 
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Figure 15.  LTM LSEFs for JASO 1981–2005 based on CCSM4 
historical results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative 
vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
2. WNP LTM TC Formation Probability 
Figure 16 shows the LTM TC formation probability for JASO 1981–2005 for the 
WNP based on the CCSM4 dataset. The pink dots in this figure represent the TC formation 
locations in the study region for JASO 1981–2005. The calculation of the probabilities and 
the sources of the TC formation data are discussed in Chapter II, Section D.1. Note that the 
highest probabilities are located in the northern SCS, Luzon Strait, and Philippine Sea, and 
in the Kuroshio region near the Ryukyu Islands and southeast of southern Japan (120°W–
150°E, 05°N–25°N) . This area of high probability is approximately co-located with 
favorable LTM LSEFs. Note that the TC formation locations are mostly located within the 
TC probability regions. However, the region of highest probability appears to lie 05°N–
10°N of the area of highest formation density. A number of TC formation locations east of 
160°E and north of 20°N fall outside the high probability region. In addition, the 
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probabilities are high in the region of the Kuroshio (130°E–140°E, 28°N–33°N), but there 
were relatively few TC formations in that region. The poor match near the Kuroshio may 
be because the SST temperatures are too high in that region (Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 
2012). Note the poor correlation of TC formation locations and TC formation probability 
in the subtropical region of the WNP (150°W–170°W, 05°N–08°N) due to formations not 
historically being a high formation area. The poor match mentioned above concerning the 
TC formation locations not located in the TC formation probability area east of the dateline 
may be due to the differences in the JTWC and HURDAT2 datasets with their reporting 
procedures or the TCs in this region being outliers due to the lack of favorable LSEFs 
needed in this region being characteristically worse. 
 
Figure 16.  LTM TC formation probabilities for JASO 1981–2005 
based on CCSM4 historical results (color shading) overlaid with locations of 
TC formations during this period (pink dots). TC formation locations are 
based on the JTWC Best Track and HURDAT2 datasets. 
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B. WNP CCSM4 EN  
1. EN LSEFs 
Figure 17 shows the EN LSEFs for JASO for the WNP based on the CCSM4 
historical results. The EN years used are listed in Chapter II, Section E.2.  
Figure 17a shows the SST LSEF. The spatial pattern for SSTs in the WNP is 
warmer temperatures near the equator to 20°N (26°C–29°C) and cooler temperatures 
towards to poles. Note the large area of SST exceeding 28°C in the eastern portion of the 
WNP (160°E–180°W, 05°N –12°N). This is an area that is expected to be supportive for 
TC formation because of SST temperatures exceeding 26°C as stated in Chapter I, Section 
B.8. Overall, the favorable TC formation areas of the WNP are 100°E–160°W and 0°N–
20°N. These findings are consistent with the changes associated with an EN season and in 
agreement with Johnson (2011).  
Figure 17b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Of 
note is the large area of low vertical wind shear is favorable for TC formation and has a 
southeast to northwest orientation (120°E–150°W, 0°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
expected to be favorable for TC formation with a shear magnitude between 0–8 ms-1, below 
the threshold found by Meyer and Murphree (2015). The SCS shows an unsupportive area 
for TC formation with vertical wind shear between 16–20 ms-1. The vertical wind shear 
values are similar to the LTM and are consistent with results from Johnson (2011), 
Figure 17c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of 
positive relative vorticity throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 10°–20°N). This is an area 
that is supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of negative relative 
vorticity to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is unsupportive 
of TC formation. These results are similar to the LTM and are consistent with the results 
from Johnson (2011). 
Figure 17d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 05°N–15°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of low positive and 
negative divergence to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is 
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unsupportive of TC formation. These results are similar to the LTM and are consistent with 
the results from Johnson (2011). 
Based on the EN LSEFs, the area in the WNP that is favorable for TC formation 
would be from 100°E–150°W and 05°N–20°N since there are high SSTs, low vertical wind 
shear, positive 850 hPa relative vorticity, and positive  200 hPa divergence. The area that 
is unfavorable  for TC formation would be from 100°E–150°W and 20°N–30°N since there 
are lower SSTs, high vertical wind shear, neutral to negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 
neutral to negative 200 hPa divergence. These results are similar to the results found with 
the LTM LSEFs and have similar favorable TC formation locations. 
 
Figure 17.  LSEFs for JASO of EN years (1982, 1986, 1987, 1991, 
1997, 2002) based on CCSM4 historical results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical 
wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
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2. EN TC Formation Probability 
Figure 18 shows the EN JASO TC formation probability in the WNP based on the 
CCSM4 historical results. The pink dots in this figure represent all of the TC formations in 
the study region for EN JASO. During these EN JASO years, there were 125 TCs. The 
calculation of the TC formation probabilities and the sources of the TC formation data are 
discussed in Chapter II, Section D.1. Note that the highest probabilities are located in the 
northern SCS, Luzon Strait, and Philippine Sea, and in the Kuroshio region near the 
Ryukyu Islands and south of southern Japan (120°W–150°E, 05°N–25°N). This area of 
high probability is approximately co-located with favorable LTM LSEFs. Note that the TC 
formation locations are mostly located within the TC probability regions. However, the 
region of highest probability appears to lie 05°N–10°N and 20°E of the area of highest 
formation density. In addition, the probabilities are high in the region of the Kuroshio 
(120°E–130°E, 25°N–32°N), but there were no TC formations in that region. The poor 
match near the Kuroshio may be because the SST temperatures with CCSM4 are too high 
in that region (Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 2012). 
 
Figure 18.  TC formation probabilities for JASO for EN years (1982, 
1986, 1987, 1991, 1997, 2002) based on CCSM4 historical results (color 
shading) overlaid with locations of TC formations during this period (pink 
dots). TC formation locations are based on the JTWC Best Track and 
HURDAT2 datasets. 
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3. EN and LTM Anomalies 
To highlight the differences between EN and the LTM, Figure 19 shows the EN 
LSEF anomalies for JASO for the WNP based on the CCSM4 historical results. Figure 19a 
shows the SST anomaly. Note the anomalously warm water in the eastern portion of the 
WNP (160°E–150°W, 0°N–15°N). This anomaly in SST is a good indicator as to why the 
TC formation probability movement is to the east with EN when compared to the LTM. 
Figure 19b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude anomaly. Note the 
positive difference with wind shear in the western portion of the WNP (120°E–160°E, 
0°N–10°N).  Figure 19c shows the relative vorticity 850 hPa anomaly. Note the large 
positive difference in the entire portion of the WNP (100°E–150°W, 05°N–15°N). Figure 
19d shows the divergence at 200 hPa anomaly. Note the large positive difference in the 
eastern portion of the WNP (100°E–170°W, 05°N–10°N). 
 
Figure 19.  EN LSEF anomalies for JASO of 1981–2005 based on 
CCSM4 historical results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) 
relative vorticity (s-1 ); (d) divergence (s-1 ). 
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Figure 20 shows the EN TC formation probability anomalies for JASO of 1981–
2005 for the WNP based on the LSEFs from the CCSM4 historical results. Of note are the 
anonymously high probabilities in the eastern part of the WNP (160°E–150°W, 0°N–
15°N). During an EN season, it is expected that more TCs to form in the eastern part of the 
WNP These results are consistent with Johnson (2011). 
 
Figure 20.  EN TC formation probability anomalies for JASO of 1981–
2005 based on CCSM4 historical results. 
C. WNP CCSM4 LN 
1. LN LSEFs 
Figure 21 shows the LN LSEFs for JASO for the WNP based on the CCSM4 
dataset. The LN years used are listed in Chapter II, Section E.2.  
Figure 21a shows the SST LSEF. The spatial pattern for SSTs in the WNP is 
warmer temperatures near the equator to 20°N (26°C–29°C) and cooler temperatures 
towards to poles. Note the large area of SST exceeding 28°C in the central and eastern 
portion of the WNP (130°E–155°W, 02°N –15°N). This is an area that is expected to be 
supportive for TC formation because of SST temperatures exceeding 26°C as stated in 
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Chapter I, Section B.8. Overall, the favorable TC formation areas of the WNP are 100°E–
180°E, 05°N–20°N. These findings are consistent with the changes associated with an LN 
season and in agreement with Johnson (2011).  
Figure 21b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. 
Vertical wind shear is favorable for TC formation and has a southeast to northwest 
orientation between the equator and 20°N. The TC favorable area has a shear magnitude 
between 0–8 ms-1 and has shifted more west when compared to the LTM. 
Figure 21c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of 
positive relative vorticity in the eastern portion of the WNP (100°E–130°W, 10°N–20°N). 
This is an area that is supportive for TC formation in the WNP. Note the area of negative 
relative vorticity to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is 
unsupportive of TC formation. These results are similar to are consistent with the results 
from Johnson (2011). 
Figure 21d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 0°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. These results are consistent with the 
results from Johnson (2011). 
Based on the LN LSEFs, the area in the WNP that is favorable for TC formation 
would be from 100°E–180°E and 05°N–20°N since there are high SSTs, low vertical wind 
shear, positive 850 hPa relative vorticity, and positive 200 hPa divergence. The area that is 
unfavorable for TC formation would be from 100°E–150°W and 20°–30°N and in the 
eastern WNP from 180°W150°W and 10°N–20°N since there are lower SSTs, high vertical 




Figure 21.  LSEFs for JASO of LN years 
(1984,1988,1995,1998,1999,2000) based on CCSM4 historical results. (a) 
SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) 
divergence (s-1). 
2. LN TC Formation Probability 
Figure 22 shows the LN JASO TC formation probability in the WNP based on the 
CCSM4 historical results. The pink dots in this figure represent all of the TC formations in 
the study region for LN JASO. During these LN JASO years, there were 140 TCs. The 
calculation of the TC formation probabilities and the sources of the TC formation data are 
discussed in Chapter II, Section D.1. Note that the highest probabilities are located in the 
northern SCS, Luzon Strait, Philippine Sea, central WNP, and in the Kuroshio region near 
the Ryukyu Islands and south of southern Japan (115°W–170°E, 05°N–25°N) . This area 
of high probability is approximately co-located with favorable LN LSEFs. Note that the 
TC formation locations are mostly within the TC probability regions. However, the region 
of highest probability appears to lie 05°S of the area of highest formation density. In 
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addition, the probabilities are high in the region of the Kuroshio (120°E–130°E, 25°N–
32°N), but there were few TC formations in that region. The poor match near the Kuroshio 
may be because the SST temperatures with CCSM4 historical results are too high in that 
region (Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 2012). 
 
Figure 22.  TC formation probabilities for JASO for LN years (1984, 
1988, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2000) based on CCSM4 historical results (color 
shading) overlaid with locations of TC formations during this period (pink 
dots). TC formation locations are based on the JTWC Best Track and 
HURDAT2 datasets. 
3. LN and LTM Anomalies 
To highlight the differences between LN and the LTM, Figure 23 shows the LN 
LSEF anomalies for JASO for the WNP based on the CCSM4 historical dataset.  
Figure 23a shows the SST anomaly. Note the region of anonymously cool water in 
the eastern portion of the WNP (150°E–150°W, 0°N–10°N). Additionally, there is an 
anomalously warm area of water in the central and eastern WNP (120°E–160°E, 0°N–
20°N).  This anomaly in SST is a good indicator as to why the TC formation probability 
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movement is to the west with LN when compared to the LTM. These results are consistent 
with Johnson (2011). 
Figure 23b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude anomaly. 
Note the positive difference with wind shear in the eastern portion of the WNP (180°W–
150°W, 0°N–15°N). 
Figure 23c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa anomaly. Note the large positive 
difference in the northern SCS and east of the Luzon Strait (110°E–160°E, 20°N–30°N). 
Additionally, there is an area of negative values across the WNP for relative vorticity 
(120°E–150°W, 10°N–20°N). 
Figure 23d shows the divergence at 200 hPa anomaly. Note the band of negative 
differences in the western and central portion of the WNP (100°E–170°W, 05°N–20°N). 
 
Figure 23.  LN LSEF anomalies for JASO of 1981–2005 based on 
CCSM4 historical results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) 
relative vorticity (s-1 ); (d) divergence (s-1 ). 
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Figure 24 shows the LN TC formation probability anomalies for JASO for the WNP 
based on the LSEFs from the CCSM4 historical results. Of note are the anonymously high 
probabilities in the western and central parts of the WNP (110°E–165°E, 0°N–22°N). 
During an LN season, it is expected more TCs to form in the western and central part of 
the WNP. These results are consistent with Johnson (2011). 
 
Figure 24.  LN TC formation probability anomalies for JASO of 1981–
2005 based on CCSM4 historical results. 
D. LSEF AND TC FORMATION PROBABILITY TIME SERIES FOR CFR 
1981–2018 
A time series analyses was conducted for the CFR (see Chapter II, Section A) to 
understand how the LSEFs and TC formation probabilities changed during JASO of 1981–
2018. For the time series analyses, CFSRV2 and CCSM4 LSEF and TC formation 
probability results were compared to better understand the results, especially the CCSM4 
results. For this section, CCSM4 results were used for the years 1981–2018, which came 
from the 1981–2005 historical period and from the CCSM4 RCP 8.5 results for 2006–2018. 
Comparing CCSM4 results with CFSRV2 results allowed us to better assess the accuracy 
of the CCSM4 results. For the time series figures, a least squares polynomial best fit line 
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(dashed line) was used to highlight the long-term time series trends in the LSEFs and TC 
formation probabilities. 
1. CFR CFSRV2 and CCSM4 LSEFs 
Figure 25 shows the time series for LSEFs in the CFR for JASO of 1981–2018 
based on the CCSM4 and CFSRV2 results.  
Figure 25a shows the SST LSEFs. Note the increasing trends for SST for both the 
CCSM4 and CFSRV2 data sets. CCSM4 has an overall higher SST consistent with the 
overall bias of about 0.4°C mentioned in Chapter I, Section B.6. In general, these trends 
are positive and supportive of increased probability of TC formation during this period. 
Figure 25b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEFs. 
Note that shear decreasing throughout the time series is a similar trend seen with CCSM4 
and CFSRV2. CCSM4 has a lower overall wind shear magnitude over the time period when 
compared to CFSRV2. Although both shear magnitudes for CFSRV2 and CCSM4 are 
below the threshold for inhibiting TC formation (Johnson 2011, Murphree and Meyer 
2015), CCSM4 shear values are lower and therefore more favorable for TC formation.  
Figure 25c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEFs. Relative vorticity shows 
an increasing trend throughout the time series for both CCSM4 and CFSRV2. CCSM4 
relative vorticity magnitudes are higher than those of CFSRV2. For both time series, the 
values are positive and thus supportive of TC formation. 
Figure 25d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEFs. Divergence differs between 
CCSM4 and CFSRV2, with CCSM4 showing an increasing trend while CFSRV2 shows a 
decreasing trend throughout the time series. CCSM4 values are positive and thus 
supportive of TC formation. 
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Figure 25.  LSEFs for the CFR for JASO of 1981–2018 based on 
CCSM4 results (red) and CFSRV2 results (black) with best fit trend lines 
(dashed). (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity 
(s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Overall in the time series shown in Figure 25, CCSM4 is more supportive of TC 
formation in the CFR than CFSRV2 with respect to all four LSEFs: SST, vertical wind 
shear, relative vorticity, and divergence in the CFR. This indicates that the corresponding 
TC formation probabilities in the CFR based on the CCSM4 LSEFs should be greater than 
those based on the CFSRV2 LSEFs. 
2. TC Formation Numbers in the WNP and CFR 
Figure 26 shows the TC formation numbers for JASO of each year during 1981–
2018 for the WNP (100°E–180°E, 0°N–50°N) and for the CFR (127°E–165°E, 08°N–
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21°N). For the year 2018, the NRL Monterey TC Page was used as discussed in Chapter 
II, Section B.3. There is a decreasing trend in TCs per year in the WNP and an increasing 
trend in TCs in the CFR. For the WNP there was a decrease of 0.25 TCs per decade, with 
a decrease of one TC over the entire period. Kossin et al (2016) and Colbert et al. (2015) 
also found decreases in TC formations in the WNP. For the CFR, there was an increase of 
0.75 TCs per decade, with an increase of three TCs over the entire period. Overall, there 
was an approximate decrease in TC formations in the WNP by 5% and an increase in the 
CFR TC formations by 33% for JASO of 1981–2018. These results indicate that TC 
formation locations may have shifted into the CFR from other sub-regions of the WNP. 
However, the TC formation numbers have a standard deviation of 4.07 TCs in the WNP 
and 2.75 TCs in the CFR. These are relatively large standard deviations and indicate a 
relatively high level of uncertainty about the trends for both the WNP and CFR. For more 
information regarding the values used in Figure 26, see Appendix Table 3. 
 
Figure 26.  Number of TCs per year in the WNP (black, left) and CFR 
(blue, right) in JASO for 1981–2018 based on JTWC best track data and the 
NRL TC Page with best fit trend lines (dashed). 
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The increase in TC numbers suggests that the CFR TC formation probabilities also 
increased during 1981–2018. To test this, the corresponding TC formation probabilities 
were calculated, which are shown in the next section. 
3. CFR CFSRV2 and CCSM4 TC Formation Probability 
Figure 27 shows the TC formation probability time series in the CFR for JASO of 
1981–2018 for CCSM4 and CFSRV2. Note the increasing trend for both CCSM4 and 
CFSRV2 during this period. CCSM4 TC formation probabilities are higher due to more 
favorable conditions with LSEFs (see Figure 25, Chapter III, Section D.1). This increasing 
trend is consistent with the increasing trend in the numbers of TCs in the CFR (see Chapter 
III, Section D.2). 
 
Figure 27.  TC formation probabilities for the CFR for JASO 1981–
2018 based on CCSM4 results (red) and CFSRV2 results (black) with best fit 
trend lines (dashed). 
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E. CCSM4 BIASES  
Biases were assessed in the CCSM4 results for JASO 1981–2018 using the methods 
described in Chapter II, Section E.4.  This assessment was motivated by prior studies (e.g., 
Gent et al. 2011) and our own results shown in prior sections of this chapter. The possibility 
of using the 1981–2018 differences between CFSRV2 and CCSM4 LSEFs and TC 
formation probabilities to develop bias corrections to the CCSM4 LSEF and TC formation 
probabilities was investigated. The objective was to determine if such bias corrections 
could feasibly be used to improve the CCSM4 LSEF and TC formation probability 
projections for 2021–2050.  
1. CFSRV2 LTM LSEFs and TC Formation Probability 1981–2018 
Figure 28 shows the CFSRV2 LSEFs for JASO 1981–2018 from the results in the 
WNP.  
Figure 28a shows the SST LSEF. The SST spatial pattern in the WNP is warmer 
temperatures from near the equator to 20°N (26°C–29°C) and cooler temperatures in higher 
latitudes. Note the large area of temperatures exceeding 28°C in the central portion of the 
WNP (120°E–170°W, 0°N–22°N). This is an area that is supportive for TC formation 
because the SSTs exceed 26°C (see Chapter I, Section B.8). 
Figure 28b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Of 
note is the large area of low vertical wind shear with a northwest to southeast orientation 
(120E°–180°E, 0°N–25°N). This is an area that is expected to be supportive for TC 
formation with a shear magnitude between 0–8 ms-1, below the threshold found by Meyer 
and Murphree (2015). The SCS and the eastern WNP (160E°–150°W, 15°N–25°N) show 
an unsupportive area for TC formation with vertical wind shear between 16–24 ms-1. 
Figure 28c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the area of positive 
relative vorticity throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 10°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation. 
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Figure 28d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 05°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. 
Based on the CFSRV2 LSEFs, the area in the WNP that is favorable for TC 
formation would be from 120°E–180°E and 05°N–20°N since there are high SSTs, low 
vertical wind shear, positive 850 hPa relative vorticity, and positive  200 hPa divergence. 
The area that is unfavorable for TC formation would be in the SCS and in the eastern part 
of the WNP at 160°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N since there are lower SSTs, high vertical 
wind shear, neutral to negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and neutral to negative 200 hPa 
divergence.  
 
Figure 28.  LSEFs for JASO 1981–2018 based on CFSRV2 results. (a) 
SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) 
divergence (s-1). 
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Figure 29 shows the CFSRV2 JASO 1981–2018 TC formation probability in the 
WNP based on the CCSM4 dataset. The pink dots in this figure represent all of the TC 
formation locations in the study region for JASO 1981-2018. During this period, there were 
1,145 TCs. The highest probabilities are centered near 110°W–160°E and 10°N–25°N. 
Note that the TC formation locations are mostly located within the higher TC probability 
regions. However, many of the TC formations east of 170°E occurred outside the area of 
relatively high probabilities. This poor match may be due to the differences in the JTWC 
and HURDAT2 datasets with their reporting procedures, or to the TCs in this region being 
outliers in terms of the favorable LSEFs represented by the statistical model used. 
 
Figure 29.  TC formation probabilities for JASO 1981–2018 based on 
CFSRV2 results (color shading) overlaid with locations of TC formations 
during this period (pink dots). TC formation locations are based on the 
JTWC Best Track and HURDAT2 datasets. 
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2. CCSM4 LSEFs and TC Formation Probability 
Figure 30 shows the LTM LSEFs for JASO 1981–2018 for the WNP based on 
CCSM4 results.  
Figure 30a shows the SST LSEF. The SST spatial pattern in the WNP is warmer 
temperatures near the equator to 20°N (26°C–29°C) and cooler temperatures towards to 
poles. (Note the large area of temperatures exceeding 29°C in the central portion of the 
WNP (140°E–170°E, 05°N–10°N). The supportive area for TC formation is 110°E–150°W 
and 05°N–20°N. This is an area that is supportive for TC formation because of SST 
temperatures exceeding 26° (see Chapter I, Section B.8). 
Figure 30b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Of 
note is the large area of low vertical wind shear with a southeast to northwest orientation 
(120E°–150°W, 0°N–20N°). This is an area that is expected to be favorable for TC 
formation with a shear magnitude between 0–8 ms-1, below the threshold found by Meyer 
and Murphree (2015). The SCS shows an unsupportive area for TC formation with vertical 
wind shear between 16–20 ms-1.  
Figure 30c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of 
positive vorticity throughout the SCS and WNP (100°E–150°W, 10°N–20°N). This is an 
area that is supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. 
Figure 30d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 0°N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP.  
Based on these LSEFs, the area in the WNP that is favorable for TC formation 
would be from 100°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N since there are high SST, low vertical wind 
shear, positive 850 hPa relative vorticity, and positive  200 hPa divergence. The area that 
is unfavorable for TC formation is from 100°E–150°W and 20°N–30°N since there are 
lower SSTs, high vertical wind shear, neutral to negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 




Figure 30.  LSEFs for JASO 1981–2018 based on CCSM4 results. (a) 
SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) 
divergence (s-1). 
Figure 31 shows the LTM TC formation probability for JASO 1981–2018 for the 
WNP based on the CCSM4 dataset. The pink dots in this figure represent all of the TC 
formations in the study region for JASO years. During these years, there were 1,145 TCs. 
The calculation of the probabilities and the sources of the TC formation data are discussed 
in Chapter II, Section D.1. Note that the highest probabilities are located in the northern 
SCS, Luzon Strait, and Philippine Sea, and southeast of southern Japan (110°E–150°W, 
05°N–25°N). This area of high probability is approximately co-located with favorable 
LTM LSEFs. Note that the TC formation locations are mostly located within the TC 
probability regions. However, the region of highest probability appears to lie 5°N–10°N of 
the area of highest formation density. A number of TC formation locations east of 160°E 
and north of 20°N fall outside the high probability region. In addition, the probabilities are 
high in the region of the Kuroshio (130°E–140°E, 28°N–33°N), but there were relatively 
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few TC formations in that region. The poor match near the Kuroshio may be because the 
SST temperatures are too high in that region (Gent et al. 2011, Meehl et al. 2012). Note the 
poor correspondence between TC formation locations and TC formation probabilities in 
the subtropical region of the WNP (150°W–170°W, 05°N–08°N). The poor match 
mentioned above concerning the TC formation locations not located in the TC formation 
probability area east of the dateline may be due to the differences in the JTWC and 
HURDAT2 datasets with their reporting procedures or the TCs in this region being outliers 
because of the lack of favorable LSEFs in this region. 
 
Figure 31.  TC formation probabilities for JASO 1981–2018 based on 
CCSM4 results (color shading) overlaid with locations of TC formations 
during this period (pink dots). TC formation locations are based on the 
JTWC Best Track and HURDAT2 datasets. 
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3. Differences between CCSM4 and CFSRV2 
One way to identify biases in the CCSM4 LSEF projections is by evaluating the 
differences between the LSEFs in CFSRV2 and CCSM4 for JASO of 1981–2018 (CCSM4 
results minus CFSRV2 results). Figure 31 shows the LSEF differences for JASO 1981–
2018 between CCSM4 and CFSRV2. 
Figure 32a shows the SST LSEF differences. CCSM4 has a warmer temperature by 
about 1.5°C from 120°E–150°W and 05°N–20°N. The higher CCSM4 SST would support 
more TC formations within the WNP. 
Figure 32b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF 
differences. CCSM4 shows a lower vertical wind shear from 145°E–160°W and 10°N–
20°N. CCSM4 vertical wind shear shows more support for TC formations than CFSRV2. 
Figure 32c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF differences. CCSM4 shows 
a higher relative vorticity from 110°E–170°W and 10°N–30°N. CCSM4 relative vorticity 
shows more support for TC formations than CFSRV2. 
Figure 32d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF differences. Of note is that 
CCSM4 has higher divergence in the eastern part of the WNP from 160°E–150°W and 
05°N–20°N. 
Based on the LSEFs differences when comparing CCSM4 and CFSRV2, it is 
expected that there will be higher TC formation probabilities and larger TC formation areas 
with CCSM4 results due to the more favorable LSEF conditions. CCSM4 for the most part 
across the WNP has more favorable TC formation conditions since there are higher SSTs, 
lower vertical wind shear areas, more positive relative vorticity areas, and higher 
divergence areas. Of note is the much more favorable conditions for TC formation in the 
eastern part of the WNP for CCSM4. 
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Figure 32.  LSEF anomalies for JASO of 1981–2018 based on CCSM4 
and CFSRV2 results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) 
relative vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
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Another way to analyze biases in the CCSM4 formation probability projections is 
by evaluating the differences between the TC formation probabilities based on CFSRV2 
and CCSM4 results for JASO 1981–2018 (CCSM4 results minus CFSRV2 results). Figure 
33 shows the differences in CCSM4 and CFSRV2 TC formation probability for JASO of 
1981–2018. Note the band of higher CCSM4 TC formation probabilities across the WNP 
from 100°E–150°W and 05°N–20°N.  
 
Figure 33.  TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 1981–2018 
based on CCSM4 and CFSRV2 results. 
In this section, CCSM4 biases were assessed. This assessment was motivated by 
the differences between CFSRV2 and CCSM4 for JASO 1981–2018 in: (a) LSEFs; and (b) 
TC formation probabilities (see Chapter III, Section D). Overall, notable differences were 
found between CCSM4 and CFSRV2 results, and thus apparent biases. However, it was 
determined that bias correction would complicated and unlikely to provide an overall 
improvement of the CCSM4 projection results or our confidence in those results. Thus, 
bias corrections were not applied. 
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F. LSEF AND TC FORMATION PROBABILITY TIME SERIES FOR CFR 
2019–2050 
To investigate future LSEFS and TC formation probabilities, CFR LSEF and 
probability time series analysis were extended to include JASO 2019–2050. For this 
extension, LSEF values were used based on CCSM4 RCP 8.5 projections. Best fit lines 
(dashed) were used to highlight the long term trends in the LSEFs and TC formation 
probabilities. The statistical model limitation discussed in Chapter II, Section D, should be 
considered when assessing our results for future years.  
1. LSEFs 
Figure 34 shows the time series for LSEFs in the CFR for JASO of 1981–2050 
based on the CCSM4 with CFSRV2 datasets from 1981–2018 used as a reference.  
Figure 34a shows the SST LSEFs. Note the increasing trends for SST for CCSM4. 
CCSM4 has an overall higher SST which may have to do with the overall bias of 0.4°C 
mentioned in Chapter I, Section B.6. Additionally, a 4% rise in SST was observed over the 
38-year time series. In general, these trends are expected to be supportive for TC formation 
probability rise throughout this timeframe. 
Figure 34b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEFs. 
Note that shear is decreasing slightly throughout the time period with CCSM4. Lower 
vertical wind shear is supportive of TC formation.  
Figure 34c shows the relative vorticity at 850hPa LSEFs. Relative vorticity stays 
constant throughout the time period and similar trends are seen for both CCSM4 and 
CFSRV2.  
Figure 34d shows the divergence at 200hPa LSEFs. This differs between CCSM4 
and CFSRV2, with CCSM4 showing an increasing trend while CFSRV2 shows a 
decreasing trend.  
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Figure 34.  LSEFs for the CFR for JASO 1981–2050 based on CCSM4 
projections (red) and CFSRV2 results (black) with best fit trend lines 
(dashed). (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity 
(s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Figure 34 shows that all four LSEFs are projected by CCSM4 to be as supportive, 
or more supportive, of TC formation in the CFR in 2019–2050 than during 1981–2018. 
The CCSM4 projected TC formation probabilities for JASO of 2019–2050 indicate that 
formations will be more likely than they were for JASO 1981–2018. 
2. TC Formation Probability 
Figure 35 shows the TC formation probability time series in the CFR for JASO of 
1981–2050 for CCSM4 and for JASO of 1981–2018 CFSRV2. During these years, note 
the increasing trend for both CCSM4. CCSM4 trends are higher due to more favorable 
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1981–2018 conditions with LSEFs noted in Chapter III, Section D.1. With this positive 
trend into the future with CCSM4 projections, it would be expected that there would be 
more TCs in the future with a higher TC formation probability than what was seen in the 
past results with CFSRV2 and CCSM4 historical results. 
 
Figure 35.  TC formation probabilities for the CFR for JASO 1981–
2050 based on historical and projected information from CFSRV2 (black) 
and CCSM4 (red) with best fit trend lines (dashed). 
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G. PROJECTED LSEFS AND TC FORMATION PROBABILITIES 2021–2050 
1. WNP CCSM4 2021–2030 
a. LSEFs 
Figure 36 shows the projected LSEFs for JASO 2021–2030 for the WNP based on 
the CCSM4 projection results.  
Figure 36a shows the SST LSEF. The warmest SSTs in the WNP occur south of 
20°N and west of 180°E, with SSTs exceeding 29°C in much of this area. Thus, the SSTs 
in much of this area are supportive of TC formation (see Chapter I, Section B.8).  
Figure 36b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Note 
the large area of low shear magnitude (0–8 ms-1) that occurs in a southeast to northwest 
oriented area located between 120E°–150°W and 0°N–20N°. These low shear values are 
supportive of TC formations in this area (Meyer and Murphree 2015). The southern part of 
the SCS shows an area with relatively large vertical wind shear of 16–20 ms-1. These values 
are unsupportive for TC formation. 
Figure 36c shows the relative vorticity at 850 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of 
positive vorticity between 100°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N, especially in the SCS and 
Philippine Sea areas. These positive relative vorticity values are supportive for TC 
formations. Note that north of about 20°N, the relative vorticity values are negative, which 
is unsupportive of TC formation.  
Figure 36d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence south of 20°N, especially in the Philippine Sea. These positive divergence 
values are supportive for TC formation. Note that north of about 20°N, the divergence 
values are mainly negative, which is unsupportive of TC formation. 
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Figure 36.  Projected LSEFs for the WNP for JASO 2021–2030 based 
on CCSM4 projection results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); 
(c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEFs for 2021–2030 are favorable for TC 
formation in the area between about 100°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. In this area, the 
projections are for generally high SST, low vertical wind shear, positive 850 hPa relative 
vorticity, and positive 200 hPa divergence. The projected LSEFs are unfavorable for TC 
formation north of about 20°N because the projections are for generally low SSTs, high 
vertical wind shear, negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and negative 200 hPa divergence. 
A comparison of the projected LSEFs for 2021-2030 (Figure 36) to those for 1981-2018 
derived from CFSRV2 data (Figure 28) and CCSM4 historical results (Figure 30) shows 
many similarities in spatial patterns but magnitudes that are more supportive of TC 
formations in much of the WNP, especially for the SST LSEF.  Chapter III, Section G.1.c, 
provides more information about the differences between the projected 2021-2030 LSEFs 
and the 1981-2018 LSEFs.  
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b. TC Formation Probability 
Figure 37 shows the projected TC formation probability for JASO 2021–2030 for 
the WNP based on CCSM4 projections of the LSEFs. The projected probabilities for 2021-
2030 are two times greater than those in 1981–2018 in much of the WNP (see Chapter II, 
Section D.1). Note that the highest probabilities are located in the northern SCS, Luzon 
Strait, Philippine Sea and eastward to the dateline, and in the Kuroshio region near the 
Ryukyu Islands. The high probability area and magnitudes shown in Figure 37 are 
consistent with the favorable LSEFs shown in Figure 36. A comparison of the projected 
TC formation probabilities for 2021–2030 (Figure 37) to those for 1981–2018 derived from 
CFSRV2 data (Figure 29) and CCSM4 historical results (Figure 31) shows many 
similarities in spatial patterns but higher probabilities in much of the WNP.  Chapter III, 
Section G.1.c, provides more information about the differences between the projected 
2021–2030 probabilities and the 1981–2018 probabilities. 
 
Figure 37.  Projected TC formation probabilities for JASO 2021–2030 
based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
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c. Anomalies 
Projected LSEF anomalies were calculated by subtracting the CCSM4 LSEFs for 
JASO 1981–2018 (Figure 30) from the CCSM4 projected LSEFs– for example, the 
CCSM4 projected LSEFs for JASO 2021–2030 (Figure 36) (for more information on our 
anomaly calculation methods, see Chapter II, Section C.2). Figure 38 shows the JASO of 
2021–2030 projected LSEF anomalies for the WNP. 
Figure 38a shows the projected SST anomaly. Note the positive projected SST 
anomaly in most of the WNP in 2021–2030 of about 0.5°C–1°C. This indicates that the 
SSTs in 2021–2030 are projected to be more supportive of TC formation than they were in 
1981–2018. 
Figure 38b shows the projected 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude 
anomaly. Note the positive anomaly in the central and eastern portion of the WNP (130°E–
180°E, 0°N–15°N), indicating that the wind shear is projected to be less supportive of TC 
formation in 2021–2030 than it was in 1981–2018. 
Figure 38c shows the projected 850 hPa relative vorticity anomaly. Note the large 
positive anomaly with a southwest to northeast orientation located between 110°E–180°E 
and 10°N–30°N. These positive anomalies indicate that the vorticity in this area is 
projected to be more supportive of TC formation than it was in 1981–2018. 
Figure 38d shows the projected 200 hPa divergence anomaly. Note the many small 
areas of weak anomalies located between 110°E–180°E and 05°N–20°N where TC 
formation has historically been high (see Figure 12). These weak anomalies indicate that 
in this area, 200 hPa divergence may be similar to what it was in 1981–2018, and thus as 
supportive of TC formation in 2021–2030 than it was in 1981–2018. 
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Figure 38.  Projected LSEF anomalies for JASO 2021–2030 based on 
CCSM4 results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative 
vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEF anomalies for JASO of 2021-2030 indicate 
that more favorable conditions for TC formation in most of the WNP, especially between 
about 110°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. The projected SST is especially pronounced and 
supportive of increased TC formations. But the other projected LSEF anomalies are also 
generally more supportive of increased TC formations. Thus, it would be expected to see 
that the corresponding projected TC formation probability anomalies are positive for most 
of the WNP, especially in the area where the projected SST anomalies are highest 
Figure 39 shows the projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 2021–
2030. Note the positive anomalies in TC formation probabilities across the WNP from 
110°E–150°W and 05°N–20°N. These positive probability anomalies are consistent with 
the corresponding LSEF anomalies, especially the positive SST anomalies (Figure 38). 
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Figure 39.  Projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 
2021–2030 based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
Overall, the CCSM4 projections of LSEF and TC formation probability anomalies 
for JASO of 2021–2030 indicate that TC formations may be more probable over most of 
the WNP in the coming decade. 
2. WNP CCSM4 2031–2040 
a. LSEFs 
Figure 40 shows the projected LSEFs for JASO 2031–2040 for the WNP based on 
the CCSM4 projection results.  
Figure 40a shows the SST LSEF. The warmest SSTs in the WNP occur south 20°N 
and west of 180°E, with SSTs exceeding 30°C in much of the area. Thus, the SSTs in much  
of the area are supportive for TC formation (see Chapter I, Section B.8).  
Figure 40b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Note 
the large area of low vertical wind shear with a southeast to northwest orientation (120E°–
150°W, 0N–20N°). This is an area that is expected to be favorable for TC formation with 
a shear magnitude between 0–8 ms-1, below the threshold found by Meyer and Murphree 
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(2015). The SCS shows an unsupportive area for TC formation with vertical wind shear 
between 16–20 ms-1.  
Figure 40c shows the relative vorticity LSEF at 850 hPa. Note the large area of 
positive relative vorticity throughout the WNP (110°E–150°W, 10°–20°N). This is an area 
that is supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of negative relative 
vorticity to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is unsupportive 
of TC formation.  
Figure 40d shows the divergence LSEF at 200 hPa. Note the large area of positive 
divergence throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 0N–20°N). This is an area that is 
supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP. Note the area of low positive and 
negative divergence to the east and west of Taiwan (100°E–150°W, 20°N–30°N) that is 
unsupportive of TC formation. 
 
Figure 40.  Projected LSEFs for JASO 2031–2040 based on CCSM4 
projection results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative 
vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
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Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEFs for 2031–2040 are favorable for TC 
formation in the area between about 110°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. In this area, the 
projections are for generally high SST, low vertical wind shear, positive 850 hPa relative 
vorticity, and positive 200 hPa divergence. The projected LSEFs are unfavorable  for TC 
formation north of about 20°N because the projections are for generally low SSTs, high 
vertical wind shear, negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and negative 200 hPa divergence. 
A comparison of the projected LSEFs for 2031–2040 (Figure 40) to those for 1981–2018 
derived from CCSM4 historical results (Figure 30) and CCSM4 projection results from 
2021–2030 (Figure 36) show many similarities in spatial patterns but magnitudes that are 
more supportive of TC formations in much of the WNP, especially for the SST LSEF.  
Chapter III, Section G.2.c, provides more information about the differences between the 
projected 2031–2040 LSEFs and the 1981–2018 LSEFs.  
b. TC Formation Probability 
Figure 41 shows the TC formation probability for JASO 2031–2040 for the WNP 
based on CCSM4 projections of the LSEFs . Note that the highest probabilities are located 
in the northern SCS, Luzon Strait, Philippine Sea and eastward to the dateline, and in the 
Kuroshio region near the Ryukyu Islands. The high probability area and magnitudes shown 
in Figure 41 are consistent with the favorable LSEFs shown in Figure 40. A comparison of 
the projected TC formation probabilities for 2031–2040 (Figure 41) to those for 1981–2018 
derived from CCSM4 historical results (Figure 31) and CCSM4 future projection from 
2021–2030 (Figure 37) shows many similarities in spatial patterns but higher probabilities 
in much of the WNP.  Chapter III, Section G.2.c, provides more information about the 




Figure 41.  Projected TC formation probabilities for JASO 2031–2040 
based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
c. Anomalies 
LSEF anomalies were calculated by subtracting the CCSM4 LSEFs for JASO 
1981–2018 (Figure 30) from the CCSM4 projected LSEFs– for example, the CCSM4 
projected LSEFs for JASO 2031–2040 (Figure 40) (for more information on our anomaly 
calculation methods, see Chapter II, Section C.2). Figure 42 shows the JASO of 2031–
2040 projected LSEF anomalies for the WNP. 
Figure 42a shows the projected SST anomaly. Note positive projected SST anomaly 
in most of the WNP in 2031–2040 of about 0.75°C–1.5°C. This indicates that the SSTs in 
2031–2040 are projected to be more supportive of TC formation than they were in 1981–
2018. 
Figure 42b shows the projected 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude 
anomaly. Note the positive anomaly in the central and eastern portion of the WNP (130°E–
180°E, 0°N–15°N), indicating that the wind shear is projected to as supportive of TC 
formation in 2031–2040 than it was in 1981–2018. 
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Figure 42c shows the projected 850 hPa relative vorticity anomaly. Note the large 
positive anomaly with a southwest to northeast orientation located between 120°E–150°E 
and 0°N–10°N. These positive anomalies indicate that the vorticity in this area is projected 
to be more supportive of TC formation than it was in 1981–2018. 
Figure 42d shows the 200 hPa divergence anomaly. Note the large negative 
anomaly with a southwest to northeast orientation located between 130°E–160°E and 0°N–
20°N. These negative anomalies indicate that the divergence in this area is projected to be 
less supportive of TC formation than it was in 1981–2018. 
 
Figure 42.  Projected LSEF anomalies for JASO 2031–2040 based on 
CCSM4 projection results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) 
relative vorticity (s-1 ); (d) divergence (s-1 ). 
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Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEF anomalies for JASO of 2031–2040 indicate 
that more favorable conditions for TC formation in most of the WNP, especially between 
about 110°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. The projected SST is especially pronounced and 
supportive of increased TC formations. But the other projected LSEF anomalies are also 
generally more supportive of increased TC formations. Thus, it would be expected to see 
that the corresponding projected TC formation probability anomalies are positive for most 
of the WNP, especially in the area where the projected SST anomalies are highest. 
Figure 43 shows the projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 2031–
2040. Note the positive anomalies in TC formation probabilities across the WNP from 
110°E–150°W and 05°N–20°N. These positive probability anomalies are consistent with 
the corresponding LSEF anomalies, especially the positive SST anomalies (Figure 42). 
 
Figure 43.  Projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 
2031–2040 based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
Overall, the CCSM4 projections of LSEF and TC formation probability anomalies 
for JASO of 2031–2040 indicate that TC formations may be more probable over most of 
the WNP in the coming decades. 
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3. WNP CCSM4 2041–2050 
a. LSEFs 
Figure 44 shows the projected LSEFs for JASO 2041–2050 for the WNP based on 
the CCSM4 results.  
Figure 44a shows the SST LSEF. The warmest SSTs in the WNP occur south of 
20°N and west of 180°E, with SSTs exceeding 30.5°C in much of this area. Thus, the SSTs 
in much of this area are supportive of TC formation (see Chapter I, Section B.8). 
Figure 44b shows the 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude LSEF. Note 
the large area of low shear magnitude (0–8 ms-1) that occurs in a southeast to northwest 
oriented area located between 120E°–150°W and 0N–20°N. These low shear values are 
supportive of TC formations in this area (Meyer and Murphree 2015). The southern part of 
the SCS shows an area with relatively large vertical wind shear of 16–20 ms-1. These values 
are unsupportive for TC formation. 
Figure 44c shows the relative vorticity LSEF at 850 hPa. Note the large area of 
positive relative vorticity throughout the WNP (100°E–150°W, 10°–20°N). This is an area 
that is supportive for TC formation throughout the WNP.  
Figure 44d shows the divergence at 200 hPa LSEF. Note the large area of positive 
divergence south of 20°N, especially in the Philippine Sea. These positive divergence 
values are supportive for TC formation. Note that north of about 20°N, the divergence 
values are mainly negative, which is unsupportive of TC formation. 
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Figure 44.  Projected LSEFs for JASO 2041–2050 based on CCSM4 
projection results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind shear (m s-1); (c) relative 
vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEFs for 2041–2050 are favorable for TC 
formation in the area between about 110°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. In this area, the 
projections are for generally high SST, low vertical wind shear, positive 850 hPa relative 
vorticity, and positive 200 hPa divergence. The projected LSEFs are unfavorable for TC 
formation north of about 20°N because the projections are for generally low SSTs, high 
vertical wind shear, negative 850 hPa relative vorticity, and negative 200 hPa divergence. 
A comparison of the projected LSEFs for 2041–2050 (Figure 44) to those for 1981–2018 
derived from CCSM4 historical results (Figure 30), CCSM4 projection results from 2021-
2030 (Figure 36), and CCSM4 projection results from 2031–2040 (Figure 40) shows many 
similarities in spatial patterns but magnitudes that are more supportive of TC formations in 
much of the WNP, especially for the SST LSEF.  Chapter III, Section G.3.c, provides more 
information about the differences between the projected 2041–2050 LSEFs and the 1981–
2018 LSEFs.  
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b. TC Formation Probability 
Figure 45 shows the TC formation probability for JASO 2041–2050 for the WNP 
based on CCSM4 projections of the LSEFs. Note that the highest probabilities are located 
in the northern SCS, in and east of the Luzon Strait, Philippine Sea and eastward to the 
dateline, and in the Kuroshio region near the Ryukyu Islands. The high probability area 
and magnitudes shown in Figure 45 are consistent with the favorable LSEFs shown in 
Figure 44. A comparison of the projected TC formation probabilities for 2041–2050 
(Figure 45) to those for 1981–2018 derived from CCSM4 historical results (Figure 31), 
CCSM4 future projection from 2021–2030 (Figure 37), and CCSM4 future projection from 
2031–2040 (Figure 41) shows many similarities in spatial patterns but higher probabilities 
in much of the WNP.  Chapter III, Section G.3.c, provides more information about the 
differences between the projected 2041–2050 probabilities and the 1981–2018 
probabilities. 
 
Figure 45.  Projected TC formation probabilities for JASO 2041–2050 
based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
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c. Anomalies 
LSEF anomalies were calculated by subtracting the CCSM4 LSEFs for JASO 
1981–2018 (Figure 30) from the CCSM4 projected LSEFs- for example, the CCSM4 
projected LSEFs for JASO 2041–2050 (Figure 44) (for more information on our anomaly 
calculation methods, see Chapter II, Section C.2). Figure 46 shows the JASO of 2041–
2050 projected LSEF anomalies for the WNP. 
Figure 46a shows the projected SST anomaly. Note the positive projected SST 
anomaly in most of the WNP in 2041–2050 of about 1°C–1.5°C warmer than the SST 
temperatures in 1981-2018. This indicates that the SSTs in 2041–2050 are projected to be 
more supportive of TC formation than they were in 1981–2018. 
Figure 46b shows the projected 200 hPa–850 hPa vertical wind shear magnitude 
anomaly. Note the large negative anomaly with a southwest to southeast orientation located 
between 130°E–160°E and 0°N–20°N. These negative anomalies indicate that the shear in 
this area is projected to be more supportive of TC formation than it was in 1981–2018. 
Figure 46c shows the projected 850 hPa relative vorticity anomaly. Note the large 
positive anomaly with a southwest to northeast orientation located between 110°E–170°W 
and 08°N–20°N. These positive anomalies indicate that the vorticity in this area is 
projected to be more supportive of TC formation than it was in 1981–2018. 
Figure 46d shows the projected 200 hPa divergence anomaly. Note the many small 
areas of weak anomalies located between 110°E–180°E and 05°N–20°N where TC 
formation has historically been high (see Figure 12). These weak anomalies indicate that 
in this area, 200 hPa divergence may be similar to what it was in 1981–2018, and thus as 
supportive of TC formation in 2041–2050 than it was in 1981–2018. 
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Figure 46.  Projected LSEF anomalies for the WNP for JASO 2041–
2050 based on CCSM4 projection results. (a) SST (°C); (b) vertical wind 
shear (m s-1); (c) relative vorticity (s-1); (d) divergence (s-1). 
Overall, the CCSM4 projected LSEF anomalies for JASO of 2041–2050 indicate 
that more favorable conditions for TC formation in most of the WNP, especially between 
about 100°E–150°W and 10°N–20°N. The projected SST is especially pronounced and 
supportive of increased TC formations. But the other projected LSEF anomalies are also 
generally more supportive of increased TC formations. Thus, it would be expected to see 
that the corresponding projected TC formation probability anomalies are positive for most 
of the WNP, especially in the area where the projected SST anomalies are highest 
Figure 47 shows the projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 2041–
2050. Note the positive anomalies in TC formation probabilities across the WNP from 
110°E–150°W and 05°N–30°N. These positive probability anomalies are consistent with 
the corresponding LSEF anomalies, especially the positive SST anomalies (Figure 46). 
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Figure 47.  Projected TC formation probability anomalies for JASO 
2041–2050 based on CCSM4 projected LSEFs. 
Overall, the anomalies for CCSM4 projections results from JASO 2041-2050 show 
that SST and TC formation probability have increased when compared to CCSM4 results 
from JASO 1981-2018. Note the poleward shift for stronger TC formation probability 
northwards towards Japan (125°E–140°E, 20°N–30°N) along with a southward shift 
towards the southern Philippines (125°E–130°W, 8°N–10°N). These differences show that 
TC formations in the WNP in the future decade during JASO of 2041–2050 should increase 
and change the TC formation areas in the WNP when not only compared to JASO of 1981–
2018, but also increase when compared the TC formation probability anomaly for JASO 
of 2021–2030 (Figure 39) and JASO of 2031–2040 (Figure 43). 
As noted in prior sections, the statistical model limitation discussed in Chapter II, 
Section D, should be considered when assessing our results for future years. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A. KEY RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This research investigated how climate change may impact TC formations in the 
WNP. Our overall goal was to achieve a better understanding of how LSEFs and TC 
formations may change in the WNP over the next 30 years. Our primary datasets were: (a) 
reanalysis data from CFSRV2; (b) historical and RCP 8.5 projection results from the 
CCSM4 climate model; (c) JTWC best track TC formations; and (d) HURDAT2 best track 
TC formations. Four LSEFs were analyzed: SST, 200 hPa – 850 hPa vertical wind shear, 
850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa divergence. LSEF information was used from 
CCSM4 to force the HTCFS statistical model and produce TC formation probabilities for 
the WNP. This research was conducted to: (a) test LSEF and TC formation probability with 
CCSM4 results through the HTCFS for accuracy with known past events such as ENLN; 
(b) compare historical CCSM4 LSEF and HTCFS TC formation probability result trends 
to trends from a reanalysis data source CFSRV2, using time series analysis; (c) identify 
CCSM4 biases and assess bias correction methods; and (d) evaluate LSEF and HTCFS TC 
formation probability of CCSM4 projection results in future decades. Our main results 
included analyses of LSEFs and TC formation probabilities for JASO in the WNP using 
reanalysis data and climate model results for the most recent four decades (1981–2018) 
and climate model projections for the next several decades (2021–2050). Good agreement 
was found overall between the LTM reanalysis results and LTM climate model results for 
the recent past decades, but with a notable positive bias in the climate model SST LSEF 
values. For these past decades, generally good agreement was found between the ENLN 
reanalysis results and ENLN climate model results, but with a notable positive bias in the 
climate model SST LSEF values.  For TC formation numbers in the WNP, a decreasing 
time series trend was found, and for TC formation numbers in the CFR, an increasing trend 
was found. For the future decades 2021–2050, an increase in TC formation probabilities 
across the WNP was found that was associated with large increases in SST, and a poleward 
shift in TC formation probability northwards towards Japan and southward towards the 
southern Philippines that is most evident in the decade 2041–2050. 
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The following variations were found in the CCSM4 LSEFs during EN(LN) with 
CCSM4 historical results: (1) a shift in the warmest SSTs to the east (west); (2) Stronger 
(weaker) vertical wind shear in western and central WNP; (3) Stronger (weaker) relative 
vorticity across the WNP; and (4) Stronger (weaker) divergence across the WNP. 
The HTCFS was forced with these ENLN LSEFs to produce TC formation 
probabilities in the WNP. The following variations were observed in the TC formation 
probabilities during EN(LN): (1) an increase (decrease) in TC formation probability in the 
eastern portion of the WNP; and (2) a decrease (increase) in TC formation probability in 
the eastern portion of the WNP. The resulting ENLN TC formation probabilities were 
comapred with the JTWC and HURDAT2 best track TC formation datasets. It was visually 
observed that the TC formation probabilities for both ENLN were well corresponded with 
actual TC formations. This correspondence proved the HTCFS could accurately describe 
differences in ENLN with the use of LSEFs from CCSM4 historical results. 
Time series on the LSEFs and TC formation probabilities were analyzed to compare 
CFSRV2 and CCSM4 results for JASO of 1981–2018. It was found that: (1) all LSEFs 
increased during this timeframe for CCSM4 results; and (2) TC formation probability 
increased for CCSM4. Overall, CCSM4 was more supportive of TC formation in the CFR 
than CFSRV2 with respect to all four LSEFs: SST, vertical wind shear, relative vorticity, 
and divergence in the CFR.  
Additionally, TC formation numbers were calculated for the WNP and CFR for 
every year in JASO of 1981–2018. For the WNP there was a decrease of 0.25 TCs per 
decade, with a decrease of one TC over the entire period. For the CFR, there was an 
increase of 0.75 TCs per decade, with an increase of three TCs over the entire period. 
Overall, there was a decrease in TC formations in the WNP of 5% and an increase in the 
CFR TC formations of 33% for JASO of 1981–2018. These results indicated that TC 
formation locations may have shifted into the CFR from other sub-regions of the WNP. 
The possibility of using the 1981–2018 differences between CFSRV2 and CCSM4 
LSEFs and TC formation probabilities to develop bias corrections to the CCSM4 LSEF 
and TC formation probabilities was investigated. The objective was to determine if such 
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bias corrections could feasibly be used to improve the CCSM4 LSEF and TC formation 
probability projections for 2021–2050. Overall, LSEF bias correction was found to be 
complicated and did not improve the CCSM4 derived TC formation probabilities. Thus, no 
bias corrections were applied in this research. 
The results concluded that the CCSM4 results were suitable for investigating past 
and projected changes in TC formations in the WNP. A future times series analysis was 
conducted with CCSM4 to determine future trends with the LSEFs along with TC 
formation probability for the years 2019-2050. The findings were: (1) LSEFs increase for 
both SST and relative vorticity for JASO of 2018-2050; (2) LSEFs stay relatively the same 
for both vertical wind shear and divergence in JASO of 2018-2050; and (3) TC formation 
probability increases for JASO of 2019-2050 according to the statistical model currently 
in use. 
LSEFs and TC formation probabilities were analyzed for CCSM4 projections in 
future decadal data sets for JASO of 2021–2030, 2031–2040, and 2041–2050 while also 
comparing the changes in these decades to the LTM for JASO 1981–2018. For the LSEFs 
and TC formation probabilities for JASO of 2021–2030, the findings were: (1) An increase 
in SST throughout the WNP; (2) spatial and temporal similarities with the LSEFs 200 hPa 
– 850 hPa vertical wind shear, 850 hPa relative vorticity, and 200 hPa divergence; (3) an 
increasing trend throughout all three future decades of TC formation potential increasing 
each consecutive decade; and (4) a poleward shift in TC formation potential northwards 
towards Japan (125°E–140°E, 20°N–30°N) along with a southward shift towards the 
southern Philippines (125°E–130°W, 8°N–10°N). 
In summary, the results showed: 
1. By utilizing the LSEFs to predict TC formation probabilities, this research 
was able to analyze specifically which LSEFs influenced TC formation 
probabilities the most with all other variables remaining equal. 
2. CCSM4 historical results were used to assess how well these results 
described anomalies in TC formation locations and formation probabilities 
associated with ENLN. 
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3. CCSM4 data, when used in conjunction with the HTCFS, showed that in 
the future TC formation probabilities in the WNP may increase and 
expand across the WNP with the understanding that as forcing data grows 
increasingly different than that used to build the HTCFS, the validity of 
the model becomes increasingly in doubt. 
4. In a future warmer world, TC formation probability increases, meaning 
that the WNP should expect to see an increase in TC numbers given 
higher probabilities for formation. This is with the caveat being that model 
skill in HTCFS becomes increasingly questionable as the forcing data 
departs that used for model building of HTCFS. 
B. AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This research provided many insights into datasets and methods for inferring how 
climate change may affect TC activity.  However, a number of questions remain, including:  
1. What is the relationship between TC formation probability and TC 
formation numbers in the WNP? 
2.  How can bias correction be effectively used with CCSM4 projection 
results? 
3. Is the TC season in the WNP getting longer due to climate change? 
4. Is there a relationship between warming SSTs and rising atmospheric 
temperatures on TC formation numbers in WNP? 
5. What would the climate change impacts look like in other sub-regions of 
the WNP?  
To address these questions, the following additional research is recommended:  
1. Repeat the analysis of TC formation probability using more recent climate 
projections, such as those from the newest CCSM5 results using the higher 
resolution coupled models that are part of CMIP6. 
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2. Conduct significance level and confidence level testing on LSEFs, TC 
formation probabilities, and TC formation number time series data. 
3. Analyze future changes in the timing and duration of the TC season by 
investigating additional months of (e.g., May-June and November-
December). 
4. Conduct further analysis in other sub-regions of the WNP in addition to 
the CFR. The WNP is a very large region and very diverse in terms of its 
LSEFs and the climate scale variations in its LSEFs. For example, ENLN 
can cause large changes in the LSEFs for some parts of the WNP but not 
all parts of the WNP. 
5. Address the statistical model limitation discussed in Chapter II, Section D. 
One approach would be to build the statistical model using only the most 
recent historical LSEF and TC formation data. This most recent data might 
be more representative of future LSEFs and TC formations than earlier 
data, given the trends shown in Figures 34 and 35.  This approach is 
conceptually similar to the optimal climate normal approach used in S2S 
forecasting (van den Dool 2007). 
6. Conduct testing and data analysis to translate future TC formation 
probabilities into future quantifiable numbers of TC formation numbers in 
the WNP. 
7. Apply HTCFS and CCSM4 data to assessing future TC activity in other 
basins. 
8. Investigate the relationship between warming SSTs and rising atmospheric 
temperatures on TC formation numbers in WNP. 
9. Alter climate change research practices by making climate change 
projection outputs readily accessible to the broad scientific community. 
Additionally, organizations that generate climate model projections 
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provide those projections along with assessments of those projections, 
including reports of biases in the projections. 
10. Continue to research possible climate change effects on TCs in the WNP, 
especially given the increase in TC formation probabilities moving 
towards US bases located in Japan and the Philippines. 
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APPENDIX.  TC FORMATIONS IN THE WNP AND CFR FOR JASO 
1981–2019 
Table 3 shows the number of TC formations in the WNP and in the CFR based on 
data from the JTWC best track data for JASO 1981-2017 and from the NRL TC Page for 
JASO of 2018. This TC formation information is also represented in Figure 26 as a time 
series. Additionally, Table 3 shows the MEI values and ENLN state for September and 
October of 1981– 2018 where: (a) EN corresponds to a MEI value greater than or equal to 
0.5; (b) LN corresponds to a MEI value less than or equal to -0.5; and (c) a neutral year is 
a value between -0.5 and 0.5. The CFR is a relatively small sub-region of the WNP (see 
Chapter II, Section A), but the CFR formations in JASO 1981–2018 were 51% of the total 
number of formations in the WNP in JASO of 1981–2018. 42% of the JASO periods with 
an above average number of formations in the CFR were EN periods, 26% were LN 
periods, and 32% were neutral periods. 26% of the JASO periods with a below average 
number of formations in the CFR were EN periods, 42% were LN periods, and 32% were 
neutral periods.  This indicates that there is a tendency for EN (LN) to increase (decrease) 
the number of formations in the CFR during JASO.
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Table 3.   Number of TC formations in the WNP and CFR in JASO 1981–2018 based on 
JTWC best track data for 1981–2017 and NRL TC Page data for 2018, along with MEI and ENLN 
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